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. ABSTRACT ',

To help police investigators develop skills that will improve the low conviction rate for
T rape dales, this manual stresses an overall investigative' trategy based on establishment,

of each element of the crime of rape.
Analysis of data from large and small police departments across the United States

"shows that fewer than 3 percent of the crimes reported-as rape result in a conviction: many
cases are not filed or. are plea 'bargained to a lesier offense because of insufficient
evidence. This .manual focuses on a step-by-step development of evidence through
interviews with the victim, physical and medical evidence of face; came scene evidence,
interviews with witnesses, and use of third patty reports such as local rape crisis lines or
victim service organizations. Establishing a suspect, confirming the -identification of
arrestees, and collecting corroborating evidence Are discussed., Special attention is given
to particular problems of rape investigation, such as the fieed for establishing lack of
consent when the victim knows the assailant. In addition; crime scene evidende and
medical evidence of particular value in proving for are' recommended.

Specific procedures used to prosemke a rape case are similar to those used for other
felonies. .Howe ver,. before a 'case can' be "presented to the prosecutor, it must be in
especially good order due to the extreme sensitivity of _both public opinioh and law
relatintto this crime., In most jurisdictions, some type of pretrial bearing must be held.
The decision to prosecute will depend, in large Pan, on the strength of the prior police
investigation and development of the evidence. Because of die many, emotional issues
involved, rape investigation is highly complex-and use of a careful, step-by-step approach

, and a fling checklist are recommended as investigative tools for these difficult cases.
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.. NOTE: 0

The complete results of this project, are included in 11 research products. This volume
represents the findings of one part o a comprehensive study of rape and the criminal
justice system response. Additional research findings and recommendations are available
in the following publications and reports. Copies may be purchased from.the Govbmment
Printing Office. . , .,
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'PREFACE.

This manual is the result of a twayear research project funded by the Lavi Enforcement
Assistance Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice.
During the first year of this l6seatcN208 law enforcement agencies and 150 prosecutor's
offices of all sizes and from all parts of the country were surveyed regardin their
procedures for handling rape cases. In addition, the criminal justice response to rape in the
Seattle-Kin(County (Washington) area was thoroughly examined. This effort included
interviews with police department administrators; members of the department's sex crimes
investigation unit; 75 officers assigned to patrol duty, a sample of prowitors; judges, and
defense attorneys experienced in trying rape cases; 69 reporting and 27 non-reporting rape
victims; and an evaluation of all 308 rapes reported to the Seattle Police Department
during 1974. In addition, to expand anther the data base established during the filst year
of research, a sample of 1974 rape cases reported to the Phoenix and New Orleans Police
Departments were also obtained for evaluation.

During the second year of this research, six additional cities were selected for further
study, using the techniques developed in Seattle. Interviews with si total of 30 police
administrators, 86 sex crimes unit detectives, 21.4 patrol officers, 20 deputy prosecutors,
15 prosecution policy-makers and 48 rape victims were completed in Austin, Detroit,
Kansas City, Memphis, Oakland, and Wishington, D,C. In addition, samples of the 1975
rape reports made to the Detroit, MiChigan, and Kansas City, Missouri lkiliceDelpart-
mems were also obtained for study.

This manual is primarily intended for use by sex crimes investigators. Since the
operating procedures of some police agencies require -patrol officers to assume broad
responsibilities in.the handling of rameases, those patrol personnel who conduct exten-
sive preliminary investigations in rape cases may also find this document very helpful.
officers interested in obtaining more detailed information regarding the investigation,
administration, or prosecution of rape cases, 'should also consult the appropriate publica-
don listed above.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

, So many people see a rape victim that it becomes almost like a parry. And a lot of the police are very voyeuristic about
whether the woman secretly enjoyed the rape, how it felt, whether she likes sex a lotasking insulting and
unnecessary questions like that.The police need a great deal more specialization so that only a few people with special
training will see the victim.'

During the last few years the public, largely through
- the activities of women's groups, has been made acutely
aware of the poor treatment often accorded rape victims
by the criminal justice system. Because of the serious-
ness of rape and the amount of public concern generated,
criminal justice administrators have been assigning an
increasingly higher priority to the development of effec-
tive procedures for the handling of this offense.

In response to the high.levels of concern expressed
-,* , ' about the reform of procedures for. processing rape cases,

large sums of money have been expended on research in
this area.: Studies have been conducted relating to the
methods currently being used to handle rape cases, and
to the effectiieness of those methods. These studies have
produced various-recommendations regarding the nevi..

. sion of existing procedures 'and the adoption of new
-,..

ones.

One recommendation in particular has appeared in
many of the research results that have been published to
date. It has been repeatedly suggested that the role of the
follow-up detective be expanded in the investigation of
rape cases.' The Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration Prescriptive Package, Rape and Its Victims: A
Report for Citizens. Health Facilities, and Criminal As-

. lice Agencies, recommends the organization of special-
. ized rape investigative units with round-the-clrick

response capabilities.° A recent publication of The Rand
. Corporation entitled The Criminal Investigatory Process

concluded that specialized units have a significant poten-
tial to increase arrest rates for specific targeted crimes
like rape. According to Rand, crimes like this can best be

'handled by "investigators who are well trained and
experienced in examining crime scenes, interpreting
physical evidence, and interrogating hostile suspects and
fearful witnesses . ; . ." 3

,..

What these studies have failed to recognize, however,
is that for most criminal justice agencies a rape case is an
unusual event. Eol though an estimated tntal of 56,093
offenses were reported duririg 1975, forcible rape coin-

04

13
r

Darlene Cole c.

Rape Victim and
Rake Crisis Center Pounder .

prised but 5.-5 percent of all violent crimes and only 0.50
percent of the total Index of Crime for the United States.° -
Although rape is a serious crime that commands a high
investigative priority, for most law enforcement agencies
it is alio a-low-Volume crime.

It is to be expected, therefore, that most
'of

the detec-
tives called upon to investigate a rape case have limited
experience in dealing with this type of crime. For some it
is an everyday occurrence. The purpose of this manual is
to provide some insight into the procedures and tech-'
niques that have ban.shown to be most successftd in the
handling of rape cases. It is hoped that these insights will
be of use to the investigator with limited experience as

'well as the seasoned sex crimes detective.
The need for the dissemination of information of this

type was-demonstrated by the survey of police proce-
dures conducted during the first year of this project..
Nice and sheriff's departments serving city, county,
lnd university jurisdictions ranging in size from under
25,000 to over 250,000 inhabitants were surveyed by
mail: Analysis of the data provided revealed certain
major pioblems relating to the investigation of rape
cases. For example, interpretation of data relating to case

outcome showed that fewer than three percent of the
crimes reported as rape ever resulted in a conviction for
this offense. Data provided by prosecutors indicated that
Many cases were not filed or were plea bargained to

:lesser offenses because of insufficient evidetreio prove
the charge of rape. Data from police personnel substan-
tiated the-difficulties encountered with the development
of strong cases. Additional information from police re-
lated to the problems associated with the identification of
those wfto perpetrated this offense.

This-'manual is intended to assist police officers,
specifically sex crimes investigators, to develop skills
that will result in more convictions for the crime of
rape.' To do so this manual discusses the value of an
investigative strategy that stresses establishing the exis-
tence of each element of the crime of rape. It focuses on

s 1
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achieving successful interactions with rape victims.
Since much of the most valuable information in a rape
investigation must be secured at the dine of a victim's
initial report, initial response procedures ate thoroughly
discussed. Informationelating to the interview of 'vic-
tims, including those who are elderly and those who are
very young, is presented in detail, To assist investigators

in building stronger cases, this manual presents a discus-
sion concerning ihe development of evidence to prove
the crime of rape: COncluding chapters discuss the use-
fulness and establishment of productive relations with
outside agencies inciting prosecutor's offices, health
facilities, and victim's groups.

NOTES

' Nancy Gager and Cathleen Schutt Sexual Assault: Confronting
Rape in America (New York: Grosse and Dunlop, )976), p. 67.

1 Since 1970 the Law Enforcement Assistince Aderitristrathin has
funded 33 research studies daft& with forcible rape. The total cost of
these projects as of June 1. t976.-has been $14,309,773. Of these
projects the II dealing exclusively with rape cost 52,274,186. Source:
L.E.A.A. NonBlock Awards Relating to Rape Programs", PRO.
RLE (Grant PtofileSystern, Liw Enforcement Assistance AdMinistr
tan, 631 Indium Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20531,

1 Approach Associatis, Sexual Assault: Improving the InStilleli0441
,Response., Vol. I. "Summary and Recommendation?' (Oakland.
California: Approach Associates, 1975). p. 30.

Lisa Brodyaga et al,. Rape and Its,Yklims: A Report for Citizens,

.c

0
2.*

a

Health Facilities. and Criminal Justice Agencies (Washington. D.C.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1975), p. 24.

3 Peter W. Greenwood and ion Peasilia, The Criminal Investiga-
lion Process, Vol. 1 "Summery and Policy Implications" (Seta
Monica. California: The Rand Corporation, 1975), p. x-xi.
.-.t Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports for the

United States (Washington. D.C. :, United States Government Printing
Office). p. 49. .

' Also see Clarks E. O'Hara, Foidamirrialsof Criminal investiga-
tion (2nd ed.; Springfield, N.Y.: Charles C Thornah 1970); Brodyaga ..

et at., op. cit., Chapter III "Suggested Guidelines.for Police," pp.
24-52.
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CHAPTER 2. ORGANIZING THE RAPE INVESTIGATION

Rape is a crime that may be associated with- many
diverse situations.! In addition, the statutory definitions
of this crime are substantially different from state to
state. No single definition of rape can be applied to all
the varying situations which could be properly reported
as rape accordingio one statutory definition or another.
In, order to present a coherent discussion of the various
techniques for the handling of rape cases, it is necessary
to adopt certain conventions to govern the organization
of this manual. First, it is necessary to adopt a standard
definition of the crime ofape. Second, it is necessary to
adopt a particular response model in order to discuss the
division of Mbar between the officers whose responsibil-
ity it is to conduct an initial investigation and those
whose responsibility it is to conduct a follow-up investi-
gation. In addition, to facilitate the presentation of
specific techniques which may be used to develop rape
cases with a high devee,of prosecutive merit, it is
desirable to Mori particular scheme for classifying
cases.

2.1 The Definition of Rape: The Elements of
the Crime

Although the statutes which define rape vary from
state to state; these laws have all evolved from a common
source, the English Coininon Law. The Common Law
definition of tape is =`carnal knowledge of a woman by
force and without her consent." Al one time, every state
defined rape in this way. In 1952, the 'American Bar
Association drafted a criminalcode to serve as a standard
foriegislatures interested in revising their states criminal
law. The rape statute included in this Model Penal Code
eliminated the "against her will" element qf the crime.
This element was replaced with language requiring that a
victim be compelled "to subthit by force or threat
. . . ." Although this Model Penal Code definition of
rape was adopted in many states, other trend, have also
teen observed. For example, legislatures have passed
statuteswhich define rape in terms of criminal cir-
c. stances, sexual penetration accomplished through

use of a weapon, or sexual penetration of a_Actim
is under a specified age, unconscious, or mentally

ficient. The main purpose of such statutes is to avoid
together the issue of victim consent by focusing on the

xi ste nc e of criminal c ire u mstances.
t Some states have adopted statutes which eliminate the

term "rape". Some of these laws use uncommon Ian-.

guage like "sexual battery" or "criminal sexual con-
duct". A few statutes define rape as an offense which
can be committed by, or against, a member of either sex.
Most statutes .contain sections specifying when the
charge of rape may be brought based on the age or
mental characteristics of the victim. In addition some !
rape statutes contain provisions which prevent the publi;
cation of the victim's name, limit the admissibility of
certain kinds of evidence, and either require or prohibit
the useof certain jury instructions. However, in order to
convict an individual of rape, judicial interpretations
have consistandy required that the 'three basic elements
of sexual penetration, 'identification of the perpetrator,
and lack of victim consent be proven beyond a reaion-
abladoubt:

Sexual penetration. Traditionally, . penetration has
been defined as entry, however slight, of a female's
sexual organs by the genitals of a male. In some statutes

, this element may also include acts of orai'Or anal inteit='
course between members of either sex. Newer statutes
may also 'include the penetration of a victim's genital,:
anal, or oral orifices -by any body part or other object
except for a bona fide medical purpose. . -

Idetitifwation of the perpetrator. The evidence re-
quited to.prove the identification Of a perpetrator in an
rape case is generally the same asihat required to prove
the identification of the accused In any other offense-
defined.by a state's criminal code: Obtaining such evi-
dence may be' particularly complicated in a rape case
becauie some victims, never see their attacker. In -limb
eases, the same kinds of evidence of identification could
be used as in a roubery or homicide in which there Were
no witnesses who could make a visual identification of
the perpetrator.

Lack of consent. In most states it is still necessary to
prove lack of consent on the part of the victim in order to
obtain a conviction for rape. Some states allow this as an
assumption if it tan be proven that sexual penetm ion
occurred under criminal circumstances. NonetheIss,

proving sexual penetration occurred against the wi of
the. victim is a basic, element of the crimeTof rapeqi.

In order to facilitate the generaniseussiqn of ra as a

crime, this manual concentrates on the above th ele-
ments rather than any. specific definition of rape To
apply the materials presented in this manual, it is es-
sary for readers to understand thoroughly the rape st ute
which appliei in their own jurisdiction. Although uch

15
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statutes differ in content and construction, to obtain a.
conviction for the edam commonly thought of as rape it

'is usually necessary' to establish the elements of sexual
penetration, identity of the perpetrator, and lack of vic-
tim consent. This manual focuses on the development of
an investigative framework which defines rape in terms
of these three elements and emphasizes the development
of sufficient evidence to prove each of them.

21 Response Models
There are several response models utilized to organize

the procedures that law enforcement agencies use to
handle rape reports. The response model used by a par-
ticular department is dictated by the number of rape
reports it receives and the size of the jurisdiction the
department serves. In departments which utilize the tra-
ditional model, the most readily available patrol officer is
responsible for the completion of a preliminary investiga-
tion. The follow-up investigation is conducted by a de-
tective from a aiffirent departmental division who is not
necessarily experienced in rape _cases. In the patrol

_ specialisfinodel, specific patrol officers are designated to '-
conduct the preliminary investigation of rape cases. In
some departments these in officers 'who have received
special training of some type, in others they are exclu-
sively feimales. In the special 1 nirT model, the initial
investigation is. conducted by the most readily available
patrol officer, but the follow-up investigation is con-

..--- ducted by a detective Who is a member' of a special unit .

and specializes in rape cases.
The division of labor between individual. patrol offi-

cers and follow-up investigators is determined by their
department's response model. in under to distinguish
between these two roles,.this manual utilizes a modified
special unit respOnse model. In general, this 'model re-

. quires the most readily available patrol officer to conduct
- , the preliminary investigation and a detective from a spe

c' ialized 'unit to conduct the folloW-up investigation.'
Fetther details of this model are presented in Chapter 4.

. _ . -

2.3 Classifying Rape Cases
Law enforcement agencies utilize various schemes to

classify rape cases. The most common Of these -is the
type and outcome classificatiow specified by the Federal

. Bureau of Investigation for completion of Uniform
Crime Reports. in a special handbook,! the FBI defines
29 classifications which encompass all crimes from aim-

". hid homicide to runaway,. The handbook 'also defines tine
three outcome. classifications which consist of "un-
founded," -"cleated by attest," and "exceptionally
cleared. "' Most police agencies also use an internal
classification scheme of:some type. Cate cries like "ac-

:live," "suspended,". and "closed" are commonly used
to monitor the progress of individual cases. In addition,

4
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cases can be assigned various designations to assist,in,
their investigation. These informal classifications are
generally used to organize cases into categories which
prortiotc their more efficient investigation.

Traditional investigative designations, One of
most common tefieines for assigning an investigative
designation to rape cases is based on a subjective evalua-
tion of the prosecutive merit of the case. A so-called
"good rape" is a cescrwhich invplyera clear lack of
consent on the part of the victim. Significant resistance,'
injuries to ihelictin, the presence of a weapon, breaking
and entering, or an abduction off the street are all ele-
ments of a good rape case. A "bad rape" is a case in
which the issue of consent is ambiguous. Cases involv-
ing patties who have had a previous relationship or who
met each other hitchhiking, at a bar, Mimi, or other
social gathering are generally classified as bad. The
designations "good" and "bad" have nothing to do with
the seriousness of a case, but rather its prosecutive inerit
based on the element olconsent. .

Another scheme for assigning investigative designa-
tions to rape cases is based on an ostensibly objective
determination. Specifically, cases are designated as
"stranger" or "acquaintance" based on whether the
perpetrator and the victim were known'to each other
prior to the time of the rape. Stranger rapes consist of
attacks by unknown assailants which often involve ab-
duction, breaking and entering, or possibly some form of
-impersonation on the. part, of the perpetrator. Acquain- - ,
deice rapes involve any cis:I:instances in which the .vie-
tim and the perpetrator are even slightly known to each
other through hitchhiking, a social encounter, a previous
relationship, etc. Although this scheme uses an appai-
enny objective critetien for assigning investigative des-
ighationt, the element of consent continues to be an
underlying issue. Stranger rapes are generally the only
cases in Whith the circumstances of the case' dictate a
clear lack Of consent on the part of the victim: In con-
trast, acquaintance rapes often involve circumstances in
which lack of consent might be questionable,

There are other schemes for the assignment of inves-
tigative designations to 'rape cases. Forexample, some
investigators differentiate betWeen the various types of
cases by means of labels dilitilescribe the circumstances'
of the report.-BoYfriend:girlftiend, bar ape, hitchhike,
breaking and entering, and .alley. rape are all labels de --
scribing circumstances' which frequently accompany
rape reports. Unlike the good/bad and the stranger/
acquaintanCe schemes, this method focuses on the cir-
cumstances of the initial contact between the victim
and her assailant:. . .

All these schemes are potentially useful. All al-
low investigators to organize cases in a conceptual
framework. However, each.teeds tolninimize the impor-
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tance of the elements of sexual' penetration and identifi-
cation of the perpetrator. In addition, they fail to stress
the development of the strongest possible case. To
emphasize case development, a classification scheme
should more positively direct the activitlit. of inves-
tigators by assisting them to conceptualize cases as a
prosecutor would, Doing so maximizes the likelihood of
obtaining sufficient evidence to prove each elenient of
the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.

The legalistic model. The use of the legalistic model is
an alternative mcans to assign investigative designations
to crimitiaeases. This scheme categorizes cases accord-
ing to what defense the accused perpetrator is apt to offer
if apprehended. This model affords specific advantages
in the investigation of all criminal offenses, but it pro-
vides a particular advantage for rape cases. The legalistic
modelfacilitatcs the development of cases with substan-
tially Anhanced prosecutive merit. It also encourages
investigators ,to secure evidence to prove each element of
the crime. This has the effect of closing off each of the
possible defenses the accused may offer. This is ac-
complished, by helping investigators anticipate how the
accused perpetrator will respond talk charge of rape.,ln
addition, the legalistic model assists investigators with
the organization of evidence-gathering activities by pro-
viding insight as.to what evidence will have the greatest
potential use at trial. Unlike traditional schemes for as
signing investigative designations, the leraliic model
focuses on promoting the successful prosecuti6n of every
type of case:

2.4 Defenses to the Charge of Rape
,,. There are many possible legal defenses when an indi-

vidual is accused of a criminal offense.Tor every crime
.there are particularly applicable defenses. Generally
"these are based on the specific elements of the crime, but
they may alio be based on the characteristics of the
accused. In rape cases, defenses arc generally based on
lack of sexual penetration, insufficient identification of

« the accused, or victim consent. They may also be based
on the psychological condition of the accused. The fol-
lowingare the four defenses most commonly offered by
individuals accused of rape.

Penetration Defense. Individuals using this defense
stipulate that they were with the victim at the time of the
alleged offense, but they claim that there was, no sexual
penetration. If medical evidence of recent penetration is
obtained, the accused will deny being the source of that
evidence. (In this .event; the accused is essentially
switching to an identity &Cense.)

Technically speaking,.swern testimony from the
tim regarding the existence of sexual penetration and the
identity of the responsible individual is all that would be
necessary to defeat this defense in most states. However,

if the victim and the defendant present conflicting tes-
timony on this issue, the point becomes a question of fact
to be decided by the court or the jury. in such instances,
the presentation of evidence, witnesses, or circumstances
that would tend to corroborate the victim's testimony is
indicated.

Identification defense. A person usingthis defense will
simply deny that he is the individual who raped the
victim. As indicated above, he may admit to being with
the victim, possibly to knowing that she was sexually
penetrated, but he will deny responsibility_for that pene-
tration. In other cases, the accused will completely deny
being with the victim at the time of the crime. The
accused may or may not admit knowing the victim,but
he will completely deny that he was the individual who .

raped her. '
To substantiate this defense, the accused may offer

sometype of alibi. More frequently the accused will
simply rely on the victim's inability to make positive
identification of the individual who raped:. her. This de-
fense is neutralized by develOping either physical or
testimonial evidence linking the accused to the commis-
sion of the crime. Depending on the specifics of the
defendant's statement, this may require either placing the
accused at the scene of die crime, or establishing that the
accused was the source of the medical evidence of pene-
tration. When appropriate, this defense may also be-
neutralized by developing evidence which casts re.ason
able doubt on the accuracy of the alibi offered by the
accused.

Consent defense. Individuals using this defense will
-acknowledge having been with the victim at the time of
the alleged offense, and that the sexual activity In ques-
tion actually occurred, but,will claim that all penetration
occurred with if '1Arsenrof the victim. Of the defenses
derived from the three basic elements of the crime, the
consent defense is the most common and the most dif-
ficult to disprove: Even in cases involving strangers, the
invention of a defense based on consent is still a possibil-
ity for the accused. Rather than presenting a defense.
based on mistaken identity,,the accused can admit eon-
sumniating.sex acts with the victim, but deny the exis-
tence of force or coercion. If the-victim sustained injuries
during the assault, the accused will merely ascribe them
to passion rather than physical abuse.

Variations of the consent defense are based on a prior
sexual relationship with the victim, prior unchaste be-
havior by the victim, victim precipitation, or the exis-
tence of an unremunerated act of prostitution.

Rape reports involving individuals whO have had. a
previous sexual relationship are not uncommon. In such
instances a defense based on consent should always be
expected. In some of these cases, proving lack of consent
might be difficult. However, if the victim did not consent
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to the sexual activity, and if she was overcome by force
or coercion, the existence of a previous relationship with
the,aecused is irrelevant.

Under certain circumstances, a -defense based on a
'previous relationship could be valid. Some states exempt
an individual from charges of rape brought by a lawful
spouse. If the principles in a rape case are lawfully
married at the time of tote event in question, even though
they may be separated, charges of rape may not be
possible, In states exempting spouses from charges of
rape and recognizing common-law. marriage, an accused
person could offer an affirmative defense based on these
statutory provisions. In some newer statutes rape may be

:charged if one spouse has initiated proceedings fOr the
dissolution of the marriage. In cases where both the
circumstances of the incident; and the statutes so dictate,
an evaluation must be made as to the-appropriateness of a
rape charge. However, even ifrape cannot be charged, if
a victim's earnest resistance was overcome by force or
coercion, charging some other form of assault Might be

aPProPliele-
.

Occesiobilly an individual accused of rape will claim
that knowledge of a woman's reputation for unchaste_

behavior caused him to believe the victim's protestations
*ere not in earnest. Actually, however, a victim's preii-
ous sexual experience with others can never be a derv&
to TO. Yielding to overpowering or potential for:cc is
submission, not consent. The law recognizes that force
or coercion can overcome the will of the victim irrespec-
tive of her sexual history.4

Another form of consent defense involves an accused
-poison who claims his victim precipitated or othersvite
-invited sexual relations verbally and through gestures.

- ., These cases usually involve principals who initially came
into contact with one another as a result of Iiitchhildngor

\a social situation at a tavertiOr at a party.,In sonic
,"nstances, the victim will have voluntarily accompanied

e accused to some other location. She may have freely
ged in some sort of preliminary sexual activity prior

to l penetration* consummated against her will. How--
eve just as in any other rape case, the existence of force
or c mion, not the activity of the victim_ prior to, her

_ assa t, constitutes the crimes
May people believe that a record fpr prostitution.

effecti ely prevents a victim from bringing charges of
rape. Some believe that merely accusing a woman of
prostitution will nullify a charge of rape that she may
make. It is true that a jury may be extremely reluctant to.
.retum it conviction for rape based on testimony from an
individual accused or convicted of prostitution. How-
ever, even victims actively engaged in-progtitution. can
be and often are, raped.

All defenses based, on the existence of the victim's
consent can be neutralized by developing evidence sup-

. t.
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porting the allegation that the sexual penetration at issue
occurred as a result of force or coercion. In some cases
the question of consent is a legitimate issue. In a few it
maybe a valid defense. In most rape cases, a defense of
consent is the easiest one to make and the most difficult
one to disprove. Effectively closing- off the use of a
fallacious defense based on this element is the most
difficult challenge facing a rape investigator.

Psychiatric defense. The use of this defense involves a
plea of not guilty by reason of insanity. Thii defense is
not used in a large number of cars. When it is used, it is
generally offered by an individual accused of multiple
offenses committed over a period of time. Sex crimes
investigators, should, therefore, expect this type of
defense when working on cases involving so-called "pat-
tern rapists.". As these eases are investigated, all possi-
ble evidence to close off the effective use of a psychiatric
defehie should be obtained. Generally, this involves
developing evidence which shows that the accused was
acting rationally and/or with premeditation.

2.5 Predicting the likely Defense ."
It is not possible to isolate any one factor that will

unalterably. be responsible for the choice,of a defense by
an individual accused of rape. However, .the one factor
moat likely to effect the selection of a defense by the
accused is the existence of a previous acquaintanceship
with the victim. By simply determining whether the
9(ictim had ever known the accused prior to the time of
h r assault, an investigator can predict with great accu-

y what defense will be offered if the alleged assailant
is ultimately apprehended.

tleknown assailants. If the victim and heiassailant are
completely unknown to each otherif the victim be-
Heves that she has never even seen the accused prior to
the assaultan identity defense should be anticipated.
Penetration or consent defenses are possible, but highly
unlikely. Unless the assault_ under investigation fits a

,pattern of similar crimes, a psychiatric defense is also
unlikely.

In-eases which involve unknown. assailants, the most
difficult task of the police is identifying the perpetrator.
These cases generally involve breaking and entering,
street attack, or possibly an abduction. Under such.cir-
cumstances, the victim is usually able to offer very little-
if any information regarding the identity of the suspect. .

In some instances, the victim may not have even seen the
attacier. In all instances involving unknown assailants,
the police should emphasize avenues of investigation
intended to establish the identity of an unknown indi- .

vidual. Although penetration must be established in these
cases, canal is almost never an issue.

Known assailants. In cases involving principles who
are known to each other, even slightly, a consent defense
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should be predicted. In these cases there is also a chance
that 'a perietration defense will be offered, but this pass'
bility can be closed off through the use of medical evi-
dence. A psychiatric defense in a case with a known
assailant would be extremely

In cases involving a known assailant, the most difficult
task of the 'police will be to develop sufficient evidence
that the victim not only did not consent, but that force or
coercion were used to overcome her will. Establishing a
clear lack of consent becomes more Sand more difficult
witkincreasing degrees of personal relationship between
the victim and the accused. In these cases, the Alain
avenues of Iniestigation to be folloived are those which
will corroborate the use of force to,obtain submission. In
cases involving a known assaiiam,"the vssibilky of a
penetration defensemust be closed off through the use of
medical evidence, but the possibility of an identification
defense is nonexistent.

2.6 Summary'
Ripe is characterized, by the diversity of the dr

cumstances under which it -is committed and by the
difficulties associated with the investigation and prosecu
tion of this.crime. The statutes which define this offense
differ considerably and require sex crimes investigators
to be very familiar with the laws in their own jurisdic-
dons. However, to obtain a conviction for rape it is
always necessary to prove the three basic elements of
sexual penetration, lack of victim consent, and:identity
of rhe,perpetrator. By, viewing Jape in terms of these
elements, it is possible to predict the defense a person
accused of rape is most likely to present. This allows
investigators to view cases as a prosecutor does, encour-
ages the development of stronger casts, and increases the
likelihood of obtaining rape convictions.
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CHAPTER 3. RAPE AND ITS VICTIMS

Them are many myths abourtlie crime of rape. Rape
victims and offenders are also the subject of numerous
.stereotypes. Because most police officers deal with rein-,
sive!), few rape cases during their careers, their percep-
dons of this crime may be biased by these myths and
stereotypes. In order to help avoid being influenced by
them, investig..tors must be-aware of society's 'attitudes
towards rape, and also of the actual circumstances of
rape cases. To improve the.qualily of their investiga-
tions, detecti$es must also be able to deal more effec-
tively with.mpe victims. A thorough understanding of
the emotional response experienced by most victims is
very important to the ability otinvestigators to relate to
women who have been raped. .

.11...Seeied Attitudes Regarding Rope
There can be no doubt that a brutal rape would be a

terrifying and traumatic expeaencefor any woman. Rape
victims frequently sustairr-acute and potentially long-
lasting emotional and physical injuries as a result of their
assault.' Often these women are-also victimized by so-
cial attitudes regarding rape.2 Regrettably, the treatment ;.
given rape victims by some policersonnel has re-
fleeted both social attitudes and negative perspeal per-
ceptions regarding this crime. To help increase their
knowledge of this offense and improve their treatment of
victims, it is necessary for officers to be aware of the
popular rityths regarclingirape.3

'Women want lb be raped." One popular myth
suggests that all women secretly want to be raped. Some ,

people- theorize that all women fantasize about being
raped. They believe that only women who'want to be
raped are raped. Peoplewho accept this -myth believe
that since women subconsciously desire to be raped they
do not resist the assault. These beliefs nkreinforted by
the fact that many rape victims are not injured and donot
show marks of the attack. The fact is,' one out of three
rape victims is faced with a deadly weapon. Rape is a
crime violence; not sexual passion..

"Women cry jape'." Another myth suggests that a
high percentage of rape reports are fabricated. This
stereotypesuggeits timt,women cry "raj*" for revenge,
or to explain an unexpeciad pregnancy, venereal diSeasr,
or an illicit affair. When asked; most patrol officers
indicated that they -believe one half of all rape reports
received by the pollee to be false. However, investite
don showed that only"13ipercem of the rape complaints
made in 1975,yere'utikettiided.4.It is difficult to assess
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the number of rape reports that are falsified, but there is,
little evidence to prove that rape victims lie any more
than victims of other crimes.5

"Women ask for it." There is also a popular concep-
tion that victims provoke their own assault. According to
this stereotype women precipitate_ rape by wearing
suggeitive clothing or behlying impmperly.Some
people 'even associate the in'reased rape rate with new
fashions and modes of dress. Contrary to. these beliefs
many rape,-victims report wearing bulky sweaters, blue
jeans, and heavy-coats at the time of their attack. Rather
than behaving improperly, many women are attacked
while aslee,p_in their own beds, en route to or from works
or while:aethally on the job,' 4

"Rapists are maniacs." Some people envision all
rapists as sex-crazed maniacs. These people.believe that
men am driven to rape as a result of physical or emo-
tional abnormalities, or because they do not have any
normal outlets for,their sex drive. Actually,. studies-of
Convicted rapists have shown them to be very "normal"
individuals. In fact, many of them were married or had
other regular sexual partners at the time of their offenses.'

"Men can't help them. selves:"- Another common
stereotype regarding rape characterizes it as a crime of
sexual impulsiveness. According to this myth, rape re-
ports are usually made by women who are unable to ,

avoid the further advances of men they have puma*
aroused., information -from studies of convicted rapists
-can 'also be used tolShow the fallacy of this belief.
Rapists frequently have a plan which they use again and
again to take advantage of women while they are vulner-
able: Rather than responding to powerful impulses,

. many rapists arrange their crimes well in-advance./

3.2 The Circumstances of Rape
The fallaies ofthe ,mythsregarding this offense can

be further seen by means' of an examination of. rape
reports. An analysis of the rapes reported to the au;
thorities has provided many insights about this offense.
A more complete understanding of circumstances sur-
rounding rape reporti can help police officers avoid
many common misconceplions. Although there iS,con-
sidemble .variation among rape reports, certain factors
are common to many of these offenses..

Age and ethnicity. Most rape victims arp under the age
of 21 years. Elderly women rarely 'report rape offenses.
In fact,,few women over the age of 30-are victimized.
Offenders are usually presumed to be in their twenties
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and 'approximately five years older than their victims_
Most rape victims.are white. However, minority women
are raped more than would be predicted from their rein._
live proportion in the general population.

Previbus relationship. Most victims am raped by
complete strangers.° In roughly a quarter of the reported
cases, the-offender and the victim are acquaintances or
have had a limited social relationship. In comparatively
few cases the accused is a close friend or relative of the
victim. -

Initial contact. The two most common places victims
report first encountering their assailant are in their own
homes or on the street. In many cases, victims report that
force is used against them immediately. Quite surpris-
ingly, hitchhiking is involved in less than 15 percent of
the, reported rapes."'

Use of force. Weapons are used in approxiinately
one-half of all reported rapes,Krlives or guns are most
widely employed, but such hems as bottles, rocks, and
lighted cigarettes are also u sed as weapons. Some type of.

strongarm force is used against almost all victims.,These
victims often report being overpottered and held down,
but choking and beating are not uncommon.

Resistance. Most women report offering some type of.
verbal or other form of passive resistance. Victims-fight
with their assailants in roughly one-half of all cases.
Many victims who physically resist, report that their
opposition had no apparent effect on their assailants;
most of them report that their physical resistance caused
the accused to become mom violent and aggressive.

Injuries; About one-half of all women who report
being raped sustain physical injuries of some type. In
most cases, these injuries consist of minor cuts,
scratches, and bruises. Few victims are seriously injured.
Of the women who are injured, one-half repot that their
resistance was the cause of the infury. Almost all victims
indicate they believe further injuries would have resulted
had (hey provided additional 'resistance.

Additional crimes. About half of all women who are
raped are also victims of additional offenses. Theft,
fellatio, cunnilingus, anal intercourse, and multiple acts
of vaginal intercourse are most commonly reported.

34 %Rape TrauMa Syndrome .

Emotipnal responses displayed by rape victims can be
varied and perplexing. Rape is frequently a severe
crisis- inducing experience for the victim." The
psycitolfiFical reactions that women experience when
they are raped may be similar to the emotional reaction
experienced by people in other types of crisis situations
like automobile accidents, deaths in the family, or sed-
ous personal injury. The sequential pattern of emotional
response displayed by rape victims immediately after
their assault, and during the following weeks and

months, has come to be known as the rape trauma syn-
drome :'2 Not all victims follow the identical pattern of
response or experience symptoms with the same inten-
sity. However, virtually all victims experience some of
the following reactions.

'Acute phase. For the first several days following their
rape, the response of many victims is characterized by
various extreme psychological reactions." Frequently,
victims enter a state of emotional shock. They cannot
believe that rape could have happened to them, and they
may be unable to comprehend what has occurred or what
they.should do. As a result, some victims ac( in what
appe ars to be an illogical- or irrational manner:- For 't
example, victims may not contact the police for hours or
days, they limy repeatedly bathe or wash their clothes, or

. they may display other unexpected behavioral responses:
All victims generally experience some degree, of fear.

The rape itself is Most often perceived as -a life-
threatening event rather Than a sexual intrusion. Most
.victims are roughly handled and threatened with death.
In many instances, victims are assaulted with kdeadly
weapon. As a consequence, victims normally have kfear
of injury, mutilation, or permanent bodily damage.

In addition to fear, victims are likely to express a
variety of other reactions like anger, shame, -guilt,
Helplessness, anxiety/ revenge, powerlessness;"humilia-
tion, and embarrassment. It -is common for victims to
experience sIere and abitipt mood changes immediately
after the rape. For example, &limn interview, a vie-
dm may unexpectedly display a urge of anger followed

.by' a sudden expression of guilt or self-blame. Such
mood changes can be as surprising and unexpected to the
victim as they are to the interviewer.

Rather than expressing their emotions, slme victims
respond to a rape with a calm, composed demeanor or
"controlled reaction." 34 These victims do not express
strong emotions, especially in front of a stranger or
authority figure like a police officer. Psychologically it is
important to these victims to demonstrate that they,can
handle stress in'a mature and adult manner. Unfortu-
nately, this type bf response occasionally causes others
to doubt their account of the rape.

Adjustment phase. Following their intense emotional
reaction to the,raPe, victims often give every appearance
that they have leamed,to cope with their experience."
Very often they accomplish this by blocking out all
thoughts regarding their rape and rearrange their daily
life so that they are not reminded of it. This denial period
is usually a temporary stage of outward adjustment for
the victim. However, this process can interfere with the
criminal justice- proceedings. During this period some
victims indicate they wish to withdraw their complaints,
or they become uncooperative with investigators and
prosecutors,
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During this phase, many victims appear to cope suc-
cessfully with the emotional trauma of being raped. This
may, however, be a superficial adjustment. Some vic-
tims do not fully come to terms with their experience.
For these victims, fundamental problenis may remain
which emerge at a later time.

Integration phtite. The final stage of dealing withsape
trauma occurs over a long period of time and requires the
victim to fully integrate her experience into her lift as a
whole."' Because it so dramatically upsets the normal
Routines of a victim's life, a rape can produce a period of
self-evaluation and new decisions. Many facets of the
victim's life may be different after the rape. Some
women find it necessary to change residences in an effort
to achieve a feeling of safety. This is a particularly
common behavior for women who were lived in their
own ,homes. Other women spend a great deal of time,
energy, and>money to secure their present homes with
new locks, bolts, or alarm systems.

Victims may perceive themseles differently follow-
ing a rape because they feel stigmatized. Many victims
find it difficult to return to their notmal.respopsibilities at
school or work. For some victims this. means a decision
to change schools or find a new job.

Family support can,,be crucial at this time. Unfortu-
nately, 'members can respond in ways that are not
helpful to the victim. Victims describe husbands, boy-
friends, or parents who doubt their account of pp:-
Consistently, victims report that their relationship with
their, husband or boyfriend is strained during the time
immediately after the rape. Most victims severely limit
their outside social activities fQr extended periods follow-
ing their assault.

Criminal justice implications. The effects of_rape
haulm syndrome can have a great influence on a victim's
interaction with the criminal justice sysiem. There are

,
many specific ways in which a victim's emotional de-
fense mechanisms can interfere_with the procedures that
have been established to infistititte and prosecute tape
cases. By being aware of such potential difficulties,
investigators can help victims resolve ,each crisis as it
arises. Assisting victims in this way substantially in-
creases the likelihood of completing a successful investi
gation and avoiding the possibility of having victims
withdraw their complaints."

Following their assault, some victims revert to a state
of dependence or helplessness. Decision-making can be-
come an ordeal. For some victims, it is easier and safer
to seek direction and protection from friends,and family
members. These victims can become extremely suscep-
tiblc to pressure, a tendency that can be important if, for

"example, a relative or a friend has a strong opinion that
the victim should or should not prosecute the accused.
Victims also become very sensitive to the attitudes and
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the behavior of the patrol officers, investigators, and
prosecutors involved with their cases. Lack of support
from criminal justice personnel is likely to cause victims
to become more confused and uncooperative..

Victims often respond to the rape with a significant
amount of guilt. Some victims exaggerate their own
responsibility for not avoiding a potentially dangerous
situation or for failing to resist successfully. These feel-
ings are often reinforced when the victim is questioned
about her inability to escape. The victim may need some
help understanding that with hindsight, one is always
able to make better judgments. With proper emotional
support, the majority of victims can eventually come to
understand that they probably did the best they could
under the circumstances.

Many victims report significant disruptions in their
daily routines. Some women, for example, are unable to
sleep at night and are easily awakened by-noises that
would not normally bother them. Frequently, women
also repOrt loss of appetite.. Othersfind that eating causes
nausea, especially if they were forced to perform oral
sex. The viclim's ability to concentrate may be greatly

-diminished aid hp. attention span temporarily shortened.
In general>, the victim's ability to perform normally may
be 'severely altered, particularly when she is exposed to
the further stresses of criminal justice-procedures.

Nightmaref.are a common experienth for women s211/ o--------
have_be,en..rapedThe-riteants-efterrodniira vivid

pictures in which the victim relives the terror of the rape
situation. The paralyzing feeling of doom is recreated
with such reality that, the victim often awakens to the
same frightening powerlessneis, loss of autonomy, and
lifethreatening fear Of.the rape itself. These dreams

_ reinforce the victim's anxiety,that she is no longer able to
'protect herself; they may lead her to request her case to
be dropped. c -

Women who have been raped sometimes experience
phobic reactions to, circumstances or characteristics.that
they relate to their assault. An example might be a victim
who was raped ono stairwell and who subsequently finds
it very difficult to use any stairs.. Police and prosecutors
should be aware of such phobic reactions, particularly if
the victim is asked to return to the scene of the crime or
to view evidence from the rape.

. Phobic reactions and recurring nightmares and natural
methods for coping with severe trauma. Rape victims,
however, may be worried that they are going crazy, that
they can no longer cope, or that they 'will never be
normal again. it is important that victims be able to talk
to someone about,these fears. Police and prosecutors can
help by sharing their knowledge about the reactions that
'victims normally experience. Because criminal justice
personnel are seen as authority figures, their actions have
an especially important impact on victims. By demon-
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strafing sensitivity and concern,, police officers can in.
crease a victim's ability to recover quickly from the
trauma of being raped and facilitate the investigation and
prosecution of her case.

3.4 Summary
Most police officers deal with relatively few rape cases

during their careers. As a result, social attitudes and
.'myths regarding rape tend to have an undue effect on

their perceptions of this offense: It is, therefore,
ponam for officers to have an accurate view of the
circumstances that actually surround most rapes. In addi-
tion, it is crucial for pdlie to undeistand the behavioral
pattern known as rape trauma syndrome, because the
enormous emotional impact of rape can reduce the ability
of victims to meet the demands of the criminal justice
system.
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CHAPTER 4. THE INITIAL RESPONSE

All law enforcement agencies have established proce-
dures to answer calls for service. The response models
established in most cities call for personnel from separate
departmental divisions.lb 'conduct the preliminary and
follow-up investigatioas for all crimes except homicide.
In most cases when a rape report is received, a patrol
officer is dispatched to take an initial report, and a
detective is later assigned to conduct the follow-up inves-
tigation. The purpose of this section is to describe the
activities which are normally performed is part of the
initial_ response. -

:. 4.1 Notification of Investigator:
r vintagltitirnaii4gencies dispatch patrol officers to

. the scene of every rape complaint to obtain an initial
report.- Follow-up investigators are normally brought into
Cases in one of three ways. In some departments, they
are notified directly by the" agency's communications
section; in others, they are notified from the scene of the

'k -complaint by the patrol personnel dispatched to take the
initial report; and, in many agencies, irestigaturi are

'. normally notified. by receiving a written report through
...! imra-departmental channels. For the purpose of this-,

manual, it is assumed that investigators are notified from
the sceneof every rape complaint by the patrol officers
dispatched to complete the initial report. It is further
assumed that Once the investigatorthave been notified,
'departmental procedures call for them to enter the case as
soon as practical. Thus, according to the priority of the
case and their current work demands, follow-up inves-
tigators might choose to (I) respond] directly to the scene
of the complaint, (2) meet the piaci...officer and the
victim at the hospital where fie-will. be examined for
evidence of the crime, or (3) wait to receive the report

..
through channels. ,.

,

4.2 Response Lvels
The circumstances of rape reports govern whether they

should receive an emergency response, a high priority
response, or a routine response. The nature of some rape
reports (*quires an emergency response from last--en7-7
forcemeat authorities..In these cases, serious Injuries to
the victim, a fleeing suspect, or other exigeht cir-
cumstances dictate the need for an emergency response.
When emergency conditions are not present, it is neces-
sary to assess the need for a high priority response.
Although the early involvement of the follow-up inves-
tigator and the use of special crime scene search teams

4
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always improves the likelihood of the successful disposi-
tion of a case, it is not possible to provide a high priority
response for every rape case. Therefore, it is important
for police personnel, particularly investigators, to estab-
lish criteria to determine which cases require -a high
priority response, Although it would be optimal to assign
all rape cases an equally high priority, sometimes it is
necessary to differentiate among cases for the purpose of
deciding the order in which they will be handled. Obvi-
ously no one factor can be used to assign a priority to a
case; a combination of variables must be used.

4.3 Priority Criteria
Aggravated, ..stranger-to-stranger rapes that are

promptly reported should receive top priority. As with
other offenses, the greater the degree of aggravation, the
higher the priority. The degree of seriousness associated
with a particular case should be assigned on the basis of
physical violence, the age of the victim, the- use of a
weapon, the simultaneous commission of additional
crimes, the presence of accomplices, or any other cir-
cumstances that define aggravation. In assessing aggra-
vation, the degree to which a particular case fits into a
pattern or series ofsiroilar offenses should not be over-
looked. In addition, the-likelihood that the particular case
will attract media and public attention should also be
evaluated. _ .....,..--...-

Stranger -to- stranger rapes Ada- be given priori - - -% -I

over offenses in which the victim and the assailant at
well known to each other because unknown assailants
must be identified through investigation. In most cases,
known assailants can be named by the victim and often
located through information which she is able to provide.
Cases involving individuals who are known to each other
should not be considered any less important than
stranger-to-stranger rapes;.this latter category of offenses
should, however, be assigned a higher priority when
such decisions must be made.

The promptness of the victim's report should be con-
sidered only in terms of the collection of evidence and
the processing of crime scenes. For example, a prompt
complaint permits the equally prompt collection of phys-
ical evidence.'There is a much greater.chance of locating
witnesses who may be able to provide some type. of .-
useful ihformatiOn. In, addition, having the opportunity

.to interview victims while their recollections of the event
are still fresh is usually an advantage. It is also true thit a
prompt report strengthens cases that come to trial. How-

.-- ^-
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ever, a delay in reporting a rape should never be the sole
cause to unfound a case or otherwise accord it less than a
full investigative follow-up,

4.4 The Level of Response
The level of response a specific rape report receives

will. usually be assigned in One of three ways. In alinost
all cases, the communications personnel receiving the
first notification regarding a rape have sufficient informa-
tion to determine if an emergency response is-indicated.
Whether a case shoirid receive 'high priority or routine
handling, is a decision that should be made by a sex
crimes investigator contacted from the scene of the com-
plaint by the patrol officers dispatched to handle the case.
If sex crimes investigators are not on duty, first -line-
supervisors should be consulted regarding the response
level assigned to specific rape reports unless it is,obvious
the case should receive an emergency or high priority
response. If the special Investigators are on duty, non -
emergency, "walk-in" rape complainants should be re-
ferred directly to them, as should victims who have
substantially delayed their report.

4,5 Response Personnel
Departmental procedures determine what personnel

will be dispatched to the -scene of a rape report. The
priority of the case as well as the circumstances of the ,
crime often determine Who must be Sera as part of the
initial response to a rape report. The following personnel
arc likely to be involved in the initial response to rapes
which are promptly reported.

Communications personnel. Police communications
personnel are frequently the first representatives of the
criminal justice system with whom victims come into
contact when they ()hone to report being raped. Their
role in the initial response includes more than merely
olitaining the name and address of the complainant. If the
crime was recently committed, communications person-
nel must instruct the victim not to destroy any evidence
either by cleaning herself or the c rime scene. In addition,
if there is a chance to apprehend a fleeing suspect, the
dispatcher has the pivotal role in the information gather-
ing and distribution process. However, the most impor-
tant service communications personnel can perform is to
keep victims on the line and calm them until the first
patrol unit arrives at the scene.

Patrol officers. At.least two patrol officers should be
dispatched to handle a rape report. .Preferabljf, one of
them should be female, and they should be deployed as
two units, each with a single officer. One of the officers
dispatched to the scene should assume exclusive respon-
sibility for dealing with the victim, The other officer
should be responsible to (I) locate and secure the crime
scene, (2) coordinate the search for possible suspects

who might still be in the vicinity, and (3) arrange for the
completion of other tasks such as canvassing for wit-
nesses. These patrol officers should continue to perform
their assigned tasks until relieved by a supervisor or the
detective in charge of.the follow-up investigation.

Evidence technicians. In many departments, special
personnel are available to process crime scenes.

Whenever such personnel are available, they should be
utilized in rape cases. In most instances, personnel spe-
cially trained in the collection and preservation of evi-
dence are not only much better equipped to accomplish
this task, but they are also more familiar with the proce-
dures necessary to maintain an unbroken chain of cus-
tody for items to be used as evidence.

Supervisors. Supervisors have an important rolein the
initial response to a rape report. Especially if there is an
opportunity to apprehend a fleeing suspect, - a large
number of police personnel must be coordinated. Even
when there is no need to search for a suspect, a reported
rape has a tendency to draw a large group of officers, a
number of whom are merely curious. One of the most
important tasks of supervisors during the initial response
to a rape report is to insure thit superfluous police per-
sonnel, including themselves, do not' overrun either the
crime scene or the location where the victim" Is being
interviewed. ..
. Investigators. The personnel who have the responsibil-
ity tor the investigative follow-up of a rape report should
respond to the scene of the complaint whenever possible.
Evenin the largest departments-which receive hundreds
of rape reports-per year, a rape complaint is a relatively
rare assignment for individual patrol officers. Patrol per-

- sonnet who are required to handle perhaps one rape
complaint every two years cannot be expected to be
familiar suit procedures for taking reports,
dealing with victims, . collecting evidence, obtaining
medical examinations, or otherwise conducting the pre-
liminary investigation of a rape. Much of the most valu-
able evidence for a rape prosecution can only be obtained
by a trained and experienced investigator. In addition,
when a team of investigators responds to the scene of an
initial rape report, one detective should assume primary
responsibility for the case. This detective should then
undertake all further dealings with the victim, and
whenever possible, should be the person in whose name
evidence is officially logged, prisoners are booked, and
warrants are obtained. This procedure helps to reduce the
number of witnesses necessary if the case is ever prose-
cuted.

4. Prioritizing Tasks
Once patrol personnel arrive at the scene of a reported

rape, there are many activities which must be under-.
taken. To ensure that all of the appropriate tasks are
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accomplished, it is important for police personnel to
establish task ploritics. It is not possible to establish in
advance a precise foirmula to determine priorities for
every situation. Howe;er, there are guidelines that can
be applied to almost all situations.'

Apprehending a fleeing suspect. At times, police re-
ceive reports of rapes still in progress. This is a most
unusual circumstance, but one that cannot be discounted.
As the first units arrive on the scene, °Meets should be
aware ofthe possibility of intercepting fleeing suspects
before they have the opportunity to leave the immediate
area of the report. ShoUld officers discover that an attack
is still in progress, obviously their first priority would be
to stop it.

Render first aid. Once it has been established that the
victim is out of physical danger, (he first thing that
should be determined is if victim is in need of
immediate medical treatment. In cases in which the vic-
tim appears to be uninjured, there is a tendency for police
officers to fail to inquire if the victim is hurt. Especially
in ,rape cases where serious injuries 'may be hidden by
clothing, before posing any other questions the first
officers on the scene should ask t4-victim if she is
injured. Doing so helps the victim ululerstand that the
police . are genuinely 'concenied_aboUt-herhealth- nd
welfare. Whatever action officers at tbessene.mnst ake
as a result of thevictim's injuries sht obld be rev) its--
part-of the official report. In particular, any statemerks
the victim might make concerning injories, and any
treatment rendered at the scene including minor first aid
should be recorded.

Searching for possible suspects. Once it has been
established that a victim is able and willing to talk, an
attempt ,should be made to obtain further information
Which would be helpful in the attempt to apprehend a
fleeing suspect. If the complainant is 'Caking an im-
mediate report, some basic information about the crime
will have already been obtained by communications per-
sonnel. Additional information the victim might be able
to provide should be obtained from officers at the scene
and either relayed directly to those in the field by radio
broadcast, 'or conveyed by land line to communications
personnel for broadcasting. If the suspect is well known
to the victim and a consent defense is predicted, discre-
tion should be exercised in broadcasting a pick-up re.;
qiest, especially if the whereabouts of the named suspect
can be predicted and it is not likely that he will attempt to
flee the jurisdiction.

'locate and secure crime scene. If the complainant is
reporting from the actual scene of the crime, extreme
care should be taken to avoid the contamination or de-.
situation of evidence. If the complainant is reporting
from a location other than the crime scene, police per-
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sonnet should be deployed to locate and secure the actual
crime scene. In addition, any vehicles which !night have
been involved in the crime should be located and se-
cured. If locating the crime scene requires the assistance
of the victim, as it might in a case involving a rape
committed out-of-doors, her help should be sought fol-
lowing the completion of the basic interviewing.

Initial Interview. The initial interview .of the victim
should be conducted by only one officer. The purpose of
this interview should be to obtain the minimum informa-
tion necessary to complete the initial investigation. No
attempt should be made to obtain the sexual details of the
assault. Beyond a short explanation by the victim regard-
ing what crime was committed; detailed infoimstion,
pertaining to sexual acts is not necessary to, and should
not be part of, the initial report. Infonrsation regarding
what parts of the victim's..body should be examined for
biological evidence of penetration can be obtained di-
rectly by medical personnel as.pan of the plotocol for the
physical examination of rape victims. The time of the
victim's last consensual sex acts, if any, should also be
obtained by medical personnel. Any observations offic- _

ers might make which are not a necessary part of die
official, report should be recorded as field notes, but not
included in the body of the report.

Area canvas. It is very important to conduct an im-
mediate canvass of all areas in which possible witnesses
to the reported offense might be located. The area can--
vass is the most effective way to uncover relevant
testimonial evidence regarding the incident under inves-
tigation. If the victim makes an immediate report, an
area canvass should be made as soon as possible in order
to locate witnesse.s_before they depart the area. If the
victim makes a delayed report, it is often helpful to
conduct the area canvass on the same day of the week
and at the same hour of the day as when the crime was
conunitted.2 k conducting an area canvass in a rape
case, personnel should neither identify the victim by
name nor indicate that the victim was raped. When
preparing reports concerning the outcome ofthe canvass,
personnel. should make certain negative as well as posi-
tive results are recorded.

Crime scene proceising. Whenever possible, known
and available crime scenes should be processed by spe-
cial evidence technicians. However, in some depart-
ments this task is the responsibility of either the patrol
personnel assigned to handle the initial response or the
detective assigned to handle the follow-up.investigatiOn.
Regardless of who is undertaking this task,,there are two
precepts which should be followed. (1) Every attempt ,

should be made to continue efforts to limit the number of
police personnel with whom the victim must interact.
Information regarding the areas and items that should be
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processeo .or evidence can be obtained from the victim
by the one individual who is conducting the initial inter-
view, and conveyed to those who have the responsibility
for crime scene processing. (2yThe utmost effort should
be devoted to maintaining the shonest possible chain of
custody for all items of evidence which are collected.
One means of doing this is to make one individual
responsible for collecting, labeling, and logging all evi-
dence regardless of who might locate the particular item.

Medical examination. Sexually assaulted victims
should receive a medical examination for two purposes.
First, the examination is an indispensible source of med.
ical'evidence of sexual penetration. Second, all sexually
assaulted persons should have the benefit of receiving
medical treatment for injuries, venereal disease, or pos
sible pregnancy. Medication to prevent pregnancy can be
administered successfully up to 72 hours following an
assault.s.in addition, medical information and physical
evidence can sometimes be obtained from a victim long
after the assault Has taken place. 4 Therefore, even if days
have elapsed since the time the victim was assaulted, she
should still have the opportunity to receive medical linen-
tion and art examination for evidence of the attack.

The victim should 'be transported to the appropriate
medical facility by an officer with whom she has had the
opportunity to interact. Preferably the plain-clothes in-
vestigator in charge of the case should take the victim to
the hospital. Alternatively, other plainclothes personnel
or the patrol officer to whom she gave her initial report
should provide the transportation. In any case, requiring
the victim to interact with additional police personnel
should be avoided. With juvenile victims, officers should
also ensure that an adult who can give permission for

')medical treatment accompanies the victim to the medical
facility.

4.7 Report Writing
The adequacy of the police work done by individual

officers is frequently. judged by the quality of their writ-
ten reports. Such judginents are made not only by fellow
officers, but also by superiors when considering person-
nel for promotion. In general, the quality of an investiga
Lion is equated with the quality of the reports written
about it. Since outside individuals like prosecutors and
defense attorneys will have access to them, investigators
should take special care when preparing written reports.

Conciseness. Police reports should be concise, which
does not mean that they need always be short. They
should express much in a few words. It is important to
avoid unneeded phrases, and to use numbered lists
wherever possible.

Accuracy. Reports need to be both factual and accu-
rate. Special care should be taken to ensure the exactness
of numeric information like dates, phone numbers, social
security numbers, etc. Business as well as residence
addresses and phone numbers should be obtained. In
addition, it is often helpful to obtain the name, address,
and phone number of a close -fiend or relative of Victims
and important. vitnesses. These friends and relatives can
frequendy help to locate individuals whO Might change
residences before a case comes to trial:

Description of police activity. The entire description
of all police activity undertaken as part of the preliminary
investigation should be collected by one officer into a
single, unified report. This tonal version should be com-
piled from the separate reports independently written by
each officer involved in the initial response. Although
individual officers should write separate reports, assign-
ing one officer the responsibility of combining all of the
individual reports helps to avoid confusion about the
completion of specific tasks. In the preparation of their

Prior to the examination, the officer. transporting the--t individual repOrts, officers should take special care to
record all-their activities, even those that failed to pro-
duce positive results. This simple device can be a great
time-saver for others working on the same case. It can
also help close loopholes which might otherwise be
exploited by the defense, particularly during cross-
examination.

4,8 Summaiy
The initial response given a rape complaint is critical

to the ultimate success of the case. Individual depart-
ments must develop procedures to govern the handling of
rape reports by all line personnel. The many tasks that
must be performed as apart of the initial response should
be completed according to their priority and on
by the officers who have preliminary responsibility for
the case. In all, the thoroughness with which the prelimi-
nary ipvestigation of a rape complaint is conducted has a
major1i mpact on the ultimate outcome of the case.

victim for medical treatment should brief the physician
concerning what kinds of evidence are likely to be avail-
able from the victim's person. This might include infor-
mation about areas of her body that should be examined
for evidence of penetration, physical injury, or other
signs of force. If the officer transporting the victim for
medical treatment is anyone other than thendividual in
charge of the investigation, medical personnel should be
requested to question the victim regarding the parts of
her body that should be examined for signs of penetration
if this information cannot be obtained by a means other
than further iiiierview. In no case should any police
personnel question the victim regarding her virginity or

.any other ,pect of her previous sexual experience.
Questionsiregarding her most recent consensual sexual
con(act, her last menstrual period, or whether she is
pregnant should be poied by hospital personnel as part of
her medical history.
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CHAPTER 5. INTERVIEWING

As with most other cases, investigations of rape of-
fenses require interviews with victims, witnesses, and
suspects. Yet the information 'which must be obtained
from these individuals is uniquely different in rape cases.
Questions about sexual penetration can be most embar-
rassing for the interviewer and the victim alike, Fre-
quently, the issue of consent is reduced to the word of
one individual against that of another. Interviewing vic-
tims who have been both sexually abused and physically
brutalized is a demanding task forpven the most experi-

-enced sex crimes investigator. The purpose of this chap-
ter is to present some of the' techniques that have been
used' successfully by police officers highly experienced
in interviewing rape victims, witnesses, and suspects.

5.1 intsrviewing Victims
The interview of a rape victim requires an extremely

high lever-of sensitivity: Probing the intimate sexual
deVdrofTlthifyibritrat thifitflierralletidatririrtitile:**
requiring skill, tact, and discretion.' Interviewing a vic-
tim who has been both physically and psychologically
assaulted is a most demanding task even under the best of
circumstances. In rape cases, interviewsmust often take
place under circumstances which are far from ideal.

To complicate matters further, the interviewee is not
only a victim of a crime, but also the victim of society's
attitudes regarding rape.2 Both these attitudes regarding
the crime of rape and her own personal feelings might
cause the victim to be in severe emotional distress at the
time of her interview. Almost' all victims will be lex-
periencing high ,levels of fear and complex_smotional
reactions like those described firChapter 3. Some victims
believe circumstances might have existed which either
contributed to their victimization or might otherwise re

fleet negatively upon them. Some victims may wish to
either repress or conceal these facts. Thus, interviewers
must always be aware of the complexity of their ifitC111C

lions with rape ,victims.
investigative goals. The investigative goal of an inter-

view with a rape victim is to determine (I) ,whether a
Crime has been- committed, and (2) how the offense
occurred. The statements madeby the victim during her
interview with the officer will serve as the basis to

. establish the existence of each statutory element of the
crone. In addition, these statements will direct the coupe
of the entire investigation.

. Initial impressions. In preparing to interview a rape
victim most investigators will quite naturally, develop a

first impression of the case. This impression is the prod-
uct of the investigator's personal attitudes, professional
experience, and general reaction to the specific victim to
be interviewed. The circumstances of rape are widely
varied. Most women are the innocent victims of random
acts of violence. Some are the victims of their own lack
of foresight. No matter what circumstances resulted in
the victimization of the woman being imerviewe4 the
investigator must. attempt to avoid prejudging the case.
Objectivity and understanding must be used to overcome
any biases or first impressions. The investigator must
neither blindly accept the victim's statements, nor cal-
lously reject them. Investigators must be aware of the
natural tendency to develop first impressions about cases
and to recognize the potential effect of these' biases on
their own investigative objectivity. If for any reason it
becomes obvious an investigator is experiencing difficul-
ties establishing rapport with a victim, a change of inter-
viewershoukummedktortalorplam, Ov 00 .4.1i 00 0.. Nol...6,,..1

Physical contiori. Investigators, generally realize that
the emotional impact of rape may make it very difficult
fora victim to talk about her experience. However, many
officers do not real* that physical problems may also
stake it impossible for a woman to be interviewed. For
example, a victim may have been beaten or otherwise
injured, These injuries might make it extremely difficult
for her to sit comfortably. She might be taking medica-
tion for pain which has an effect on her ability to think
clearly. Frequently 'rape victims are given drugs to pre-
vent,pregnancy which sometimes produce severe nausea.
Or a victim may simply be suffering from lack of rest
because she is suffering from rape-induced insomnia,
or possibly because sTle has not had the opportunity to
sleep since reporting her assault,

If a victim is interviewed immediately following her
assault, she may be uncomfortable because of physical
pain. If she was raped out-of-doors, she may be physi-
cally dirty. She may have been sodomized or urinated
upon. Under such conditions, it is easy to understand that
a victim's highest priority would be to wash and change
clothes. In instances such-ks these, questioning should be
held to an absolute minimum until the victini's.personal
needs have been met,

Interview setting. It is sometimes necessary to inter-
view raw victims in settings that are far from In

many departments even the best available setting leaves
much to ,be desired. At times victims must be inter-
viewed at medical facilities or- in their homei. In many
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instances it is not possible to control the physical charac-
teristics of the interview setting. Insomuch as possible,
however, the lOcation should be an appropriate one.

The privacy of the interview setting should receive top
priority. The setting should be visually private as well as
rea3onably sound-proof. The victim should know that
others will not be able to see or hear her. Rape victims
frequently cry during interviews; maximizing their ph-
vary will minimize their further embarrassment. The
actual interview room should be Comfortable. Every at-
tempt should be made to wield the institutional image
typified by straight-backed chairs and bare walls. Ring-
ing telephones and monitors carrying police brost4easts
should be excluded Interruptions should be strictly
avoided.

Observers. If department regulations so Requite, the
interview should be chaperoned. Even if this is not
necessary as a precaution, the presence of another
woman may help the victim to feel more comfortable.
However, it is advised that the third party be a
policewoman, kourse; social worker, or victim advo-
cate. Having friebds or relatives of the victim present
during the actual interview is not acceptable because
these individuals may inhibit the victim's willingness to
spealLteely.Josymigaton working in teams oftin con-
duct joint interviews. die advantage of trills procedure rs
that both investigators have a role in the interview. The
disadvantage is that the procedure tends to make victims
feel more as if they are being interrogated than inter-
viewed. Additional questions that arise following the
preparation of the victirit's written statemenlcan always
be posed to her later. On balance, it is doubtful that the
increased amount of information derived' from joint in-
terviews offsets the potential negative effect on the vic-
tim and the added espewe caused bythe duplication of
labor.

Introductory remarks. To many 'rape victims the
officer conducting the fiterview represents both society
and a criminal justice system that has, raditionally 1seen
skeptical.of rape victims. As such, the interviewer may
pose a significant threat to the victilti.:The introductory
Remarks made by the officer who conducts the interview
w ill determine the course- of the entire process. The
interviewer should explain to the victim that it is the goal
of the pollee to apprehend and ptosecute her assailant
thteughAhe use of the information she is able to provide.

c onveying both their sympathy and professional
interest, officers can assist the victims to more freely
diseuss

1
their assaults.

&nerd description. Following their introductory re?
marks, officers should alto* victims to discuss whatever
they please. A general question regarding her emotional
Condition\since being assaulted might help the 'victim
begin a di%cussion. The purpose of this preliminary dis-

I

cussion is to allow victims to release any tensions or
pent-tip feelings. Once the process has been initiated, the
officer should ask. the victim to describe in general how
she was raped. She should be allowed to provide this
description in her own words without interruption.

Follow-up questioning. While the victim is providing
the general description of how she was raped, the inter-
viewer should talii notes. While doing so the investigator
should be aware of both what the victim has said and
what she has not said. When the victim has finished
.$scribing the rape, the interviewer should begin inves-
tigative questiOning. In posing follow-up questions to the
victim the investigator should avoid placing the victim in
a position which requires her-to justify either her state-
ment or her actions:The interviewer can accomplish this
by Refraining fthm questions asking "why." Insteadtthe
investigator should pose questions in descriptive term.
The extensive use of questions Regarding the perpe-
trator's actions, rather than her own, will help the
victim fully relate the facts Of her assault without fedi
ing she is being forced to defend herself.

Sexual penetration: The interviewer must determine
that the element of sexual penetration exists. Statutes

- dictate the specific requirements of this element. Most
states require penetration by the assailants penis. In

air
other object will also fulfill the requirements of this
element. In any case, a specific description satisfying the
statutory requirements of sexual penetration must be,in-
eluded in the victim's statement. .

Identifies:d o. n of the perpetrator. To complete prosecu-
tion of the accused, the defendant will have to be iden-
tified beyond a reasonable doubt. This can either bi

.through direct Visual identification orby indirect identifi-
cation through the use of physical evidence. During the
interview, the investigator should establish the degree to
which the victim is able to provide a direct._ visual iden-
tification of her assailant. In addition, if there, is any

_known physical evidence linking an unknown defendant
to the commission of the crime, these items should be
specified by the victim as being appropriate. --

Lack of consent.- Sexual penetration must be . ac-

complished without the consent of the victim, and con-
summated through the use of force or coercion. The
amount of force required depends upon the specific cir-
cumstances. If the victim was drugged or unconscious,
lack of her consent without force or coercion would be
sufficient. However, the exact details of the victim's lack
of consent should be specified in her formal statement.
Any weapons, force, or threats find by the perpetrator
shouldbe thoroughly documented. In addition, the vic-
tim should clearly describe any resistance she provided,
including attempts :to escape or dissuade the accused
from assaulting her. The victim should also state'what
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injuries "she sustained and what damage may have been
done to herclothing or other property.

Previous acqUaintance. As a result 0110004i-up ques-
tioning regarding the element of identity, the interviewer
will know the degree to which the victim is able to
,identify her assailant. However, it is also necessary to
know the degree to which the victim and her assailant
may have been previously acquainted. Despite the' fact
that most reported rapes are stranger-to-stranger crimes,
the majority of attacks are premeditated. In many cases
the victim has known or seen the accused _prior to
assault. The circumstances of any previotis association
should be ascertained during the interview. If the victim
and the asculec are well known to each other, it is also
necessary to know if they have ever had consensual
sexual relations. The existence of a previous sexual rela-
tionship does not necessarily alter the intent of the victim
with respect to her lack of consent to engage in sexual
activity at the time of the assault. However, knowledge
of a prior sexual relationship win assist the investigator
in evaluating the victim's complaint and predicting the
use of the previous relationship in the defense offered by
the accused. . .

Sexual history. Victims should ncyer be interviewed
regarding the general aspects of their sexual higory
abotit which -theIrclifdimae lawfully cross-examined.
Although it is necessary to know ilthey have eter had a
previous sexual relationship with the accused, quegions
regarding previous sexual experiences, pregnancies,
enereal disease, and their most recent consensual
intercourse should- be asked by medical, not police,
personnel. If medical personnel fail to obtain sufficient
information to assess the value of medical tests for sexual
penetration, it is necessary for the investigator to discuss

.this matter with the victim. However, prior to being
asked any such questions, 'victims should be told exactly
why the information is needed.

Initial contact. One pirpose of the follow-up inter-
view should,* to obtain ftrlljnfermation regarding
circumstances of the initial contact between the victim
and the accused on the occasion of the assault. Obtaining
thisnformation is necessary JO help predict the. defense
the perpetrator is likely to offer. It is also of great
potential value in establishing lack of consent. in addi-
tion, careful interviewing regirding the location of the
initial contact and who Was present besides the Actim
and the accused' can help discover witnesses who might
be able to identify an unknown assailant.

Apprehension information. One of the most important
functions of the follow-up interview with a victim is the
development of information which will assist in the ap-
prehension of the accused. If the victim does know her
assailant, she should be asked to provide all relevant
information regarding his possible whereabouts, habits,

and associates. If the accused is unknown to the victim,
any recollections she may have which might lead to his

Identi.ficadon should be obtained. In addition, it should
be determined whether anyone else was present prior to
or during the assault. If so, complete information about
these parties should be obtained. Any vehicles belonging
to the accused or his associates should be thoroughly
described. Witnesses whO may have seen the accused or
his vehicle should also be identified. In general, every
attempt should be made to gather information which

'might lead to the identification of possible suspects.
Sexual details. Obtaining a description of the intimate

details of the assault Is necessary to establish the element
of sexual penetration. It may also help to corroborate
lick of victiin. consent, In some cases, this description is
of potential use in developing modus operandi informa-
tion that might link different assaults in a pattern and
possibly lead to the identification of the suspect. While it
is necessary-to use the description of the sexual details of
an assault to establish the element of penetration, an
exact description of sexual acts seldom contributes to the
identification of a suspect. This is because few,, if any,
police agencies maintain adequate modus operand' rec-

ords. Rather than.attempting to obtain an excessively
detailed description of the sexual aspects of the crime,
the investigator should concentrate on developing other
types of information that will lead more directly to the
identification of possible suspects.

Discrepancies. It is possible that a victim's. general
description of her assault will contain some discrepan-
cies. These discrepancies may be the result of the
woman's emotional response to her assault. In any case,
they should be tactfully pointed out to the victim.This
can be achieved by asking the viptim to repeat the portion
of her account which is inconsistent. She should not,
however, be' asked to recapitulate her entire story. If
there is a question iegaiding a' particular part of the

.yictim's account, that fact should he candidly stated. The
,tacte.of trying to trap the victim should never be used. If
necessary, the investigator should repeat-the parts of the
victim's statement that are not clear and ask the victim to
Make her meaning more thoroughly understood.
Throughout the interview, the investigator should help
the victim express the facts of what happened rather than
require her to justifyany of her behavior.

Discrepancies in the victim's account may also be in
the form of unexpected behavioral responses displayed at
the time of her assault, the initial report, or possibly
during a subseqtient interview. These behaviors take
many different forms. A victim might describe some-
thing she did atthe time of her assault that would not be
consistent with what might be expected from a victim in
a rape situation. For example, a victim may have bathed
after being asked not to do so, or she may have returned
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o the crime scene to retrieve sonic seemingly unimpor-
tam article instead of making ap escape. A victim may
akearto be more worried about property damage done
by\the accused than interested in talking to officers abOut,

-being raped. Victims, partidislaily adolescents, may gig.
glcor otherwise appear not to be taking their assault
seriously. Investigators should, understand that many
peoPle under stress frequently exhibit such behavior.

Concluding the interview. As the follow-up question-
ing draws to a close, the investigator should conclude the.
interview by asking the victim if she is satisfied with the
contents of her statement. It is sometimes helpful to
summarize key parts of the statement asking the victim If
each part is "O.K. the way it is'?" If the victim is not
satisfied with, pottions of her statement, eliciting conver-
sation regarding these items through thiuse of (1) open-
ended questions, (2) oral repetition of direct quotes from
her statement, and (3) long pauses will assist the victim
to provide an account more to her own satisfaction.

Referrals. Fpflowing the conclusion of the interview,
the investigator should provide the victim with referrals
to obtain assistance from appropriate sources. Rape vic-
tims frequently suffer emotional disturbances that may
arise at various points following their assault. Even vic
-tims who initially refUsetmotional help sonietimesde-
cide to accept it at a later time..The investigator should
-explore the possibility of prmiiding the victim with _a
referral to a (1 mental health center, (2) victim assist-
ance group, (3) clergyman, (4) social welfare agency, (5)
public health clinic, or (6) other appropriate source.

5.2 Elderly Rapi.Victlms
Comparatively few older women ever report being the

victim of'a rape or an attempted rape. Most sex crimes
investigators will seldom have occasion to handle a case
involving an elderly victim. However, rape complaints ,

from women in their QO's have been received.3 Fre-
quently, having an ddedy victim further complicates the
iurstigation of a rape case__Merely_trying to ascertain
the sexual details of an assault from an older victim can
present major problems, The emotional impact of the
rape may be more pronounced as victims advance into
old age. Following their victimization, these women
sometimes develop an incapacitating sense of fear. Fre
wend), these victims haves trouble remembering signifi-
cant aspects of their attack. Failing sensory acuity makes
the identification "of possible suspects particularly dif- .

'cult for them. Even such things as enhanced interest by
the news media can be a serious problem when an eldeily
woman reports being ;aped. In many ways, the problems
associated with a rape case involving especially old vic-
tims are analogous to those encountered in cases invol v-.
ing especially young victims.

There are few solutions to the special piohlems that
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arise when an elderly woman is raped. An investigators
basic strategy should be to expect more thanthe usual
number of p,roblem,s associated with a rape case and
prepare to handle each difficulty as it arises. Inves-
tigators should be prepared to alter their vocabulary
when interviewing elderly victims. They should realize
that the availability of the victim may be limited,due to
hospitalization for injuries. Investigators should expect a
greater need for crisis intervention techniques, Special
referrals for emotional care may be necessary. The vic-
tim's physical infirmities may require investigators, to
rely much more heavily on means of suspect identifica-
tion other than the complainant'S visual recognition. In
general, when called upon to handle a rape of an elderly
victim, investigators should recognize the added com-

.plexity of these cases and proceed accordingly.

5.3 Adolescent Maims.
A great number of victims who report being:aped are

adolescents. In many jurisdietiOns, over half of all rape
victims are under the age of 20. The interview of a
juvenile victim should be conducted in Ouch the same
way as thinterview of an adult. However, investigatin
should be aware of certafri'aciltional issues when inter-
viewing the rape victim who is an adolescent.

Level of undermanding. Especially with young-teen-
ages, it is important to establish a victim's level of
undersatanding of sexual matters. Older teenagers from
conserrativebackgrounas may also be surprisingly unin
formed. Most teenagers do not have extensive medical or

, anatomical vocabiilaries. Therefore it is necessary to
determine not only the level of the victim's understand-
ing of sexual matters, but also the degree to.which the
victim understands the technical tams which may be
used during an interview. However, investigators should .

not be,surprised to discover that individual victims have
:a considerable knowledge of the appropriate vocabulary
and no small amount of faniiliarity with the subject of
sex

Medical infarinatiou. A god -tireditat rtWitfri:
quently a particularly valuable source of information for
investigator dealing with a juvenile who reports a rape.
If medical evidence indicates the victim was virginal at
the time of the assault, the,investigfor should be aware
that she may not have a good understanding of question's
retail,* to sexual matters, if medical evidence indicates
that the victim had been sexually initiated prior to the
time of her assault, and if the accused is a family
member, the victim should be interviewed about the
possibility of previbus inccstuousabule.

UnuStuil circumstances. Experienced sex crimes .de-
tectiyes have indicated that rape reports from juvenile -
victims sometimes involve remarkably unusual cir-
cumstances,cumstitnces. These personnel advise that when handling
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a rape case involving events that are especially out of the
ordinary. the victim should be interviewed with particu-
lar cue. While any rape report involving especially
unusual circumstances should arouse the curiosity of
investigators. experienced detectives recommend close
questioning of juvenile victims who may be in need of an

ialib for improper behavior. Experienced detectives
further advise that stories involving abductions which are
either too elaborate or too vague often signal the need for
added caution when evaluating rape complaint's made by
adolescents.
, While special attention is advised when interviewing

teenaged rape victims. investigators should also be aware
of the possible existence of a generation gap between
themselves and the interviewee. Without their realizing
it, the attitudes or investigators sometimes cloud their
objectivity. When interviewing a juvenile victim, inves-
tigatoii should be especially conscious of this possibil-
ity. They should realize that adolescents can be naively
involved in..sitbations that are somewhat unbelievable
when viewed from an atilt perspective. Regrettably, the
inexperience of teenagers sometimes blinds them to the
potential dangers of certainsituations. When evaluating
a juvenile's story, investigarors should be careful but not
unreasonably skeptical.

Special problems. There are certain special problems
involved. with the investigation of rape cases with ado--
lescent victims. Some of these difficulties relate to such
things as obtaining permission fora medical examination
from parents whom victims do not want notified.
Another difficulty which is sometimes encountered re-
lates to victims who wish to withhold certain information
pertaining to their assault. Such information may involve
activities about which they do not wish their parents. or
possibly the police, to becoine aware, Under -aged drink-
ing and marijuana use are typical examples of these
activities. When special difficulties involving parents are
encountered, Investigators should help adolescents deal
with both the problem and the parents. When the difficul-
ties involve what could be police matters, investigators
should explain to the adolescent that their function is
to apPreherid and prosecute the accused rapist, not the
victim.

5.4 Child Victims
A significant number of pre-adolescent and young

children are reported to be the victims of sexual assaults.
Most sex crimes investigators will be called upon with
some regularity to, interview these young victims. inter-
vieiVing a child who has been the victim of a sexual
assault is usually a most difficult task. Quite_ naturally,
most police officers feel an increased degree of disgust
when dealing with a case involving an especially young
rape victim.'Some officers quite frankly prefer not to

I /
deal with such cases. Officers who genuinely believe that
their personal attitudes will interfere with their objective
investigation of a rape involving a child victim should
request to be taken off the case.

.1
ikaddition to difficulties which might arise as a result

of personal feelings regarding such cases, the extreme
youth of the victim is a tirect cause of many problems.
Insufficient vocabulary and lack of undcpanding of sex-
ual matters are but two of the most obvious difficulties
which are likely to be encountered. Ifithe accused is a
loved-one or family member, the child may be amhiva-
lent about getting the perpetrator "into irouhle. The
child may also fear punishment or retaliation.

. Contrary to the beliefs ofr.somc. people. an active
imagination. is rarely the source of a sexual assault tom-

/
plaint from a child. The facts of the .incident /under
investigation may be blurred by psychological defense
mechanisms, but few -young children have 9f(ficient
knowledge .about sexual matters to invent an/explicit
description of.a sexual assault.

Interviewing young rape. victims can Prefent many
problems. The younger the victim. the more difficult the
task. Many valuable perspectives rewarding the interview
of child and other young victims of rapt have been
obtained by surveying experienced sex crimes detec-
tives. The following is a...digest of the itiformation re-
ceived from these officers.;

Preparing the interview. Prior to interviewing a young
rape victim, sex crimes investigators should make some

initial preparations. Frequently the po)zce learn of rape
cases involving.a child from indirect like family
members, teachers, medical personne or social workers.
As soon as the police leam of the plIcsed assault of a
child, measures should be taken to ensure that a dcscrip
Lion of the event is not 'repeated in front oithe,child.by
the adiilts involled in the case. Children's -recollections
of the event should not be influenced hy.having the story
of theassault told and retold intithe. ir presence.

The experienced detectives who were interviewed re-
garding this topic made many specific suggestions re-_
garding the actual interview of child rape victims. Most
of these officers agreed thatiparents should be excluded
from the interview, presumably to avoid inhibiting the
child. However, this was not a -unanimous opinion. in
some instances, the presence of parents might be ncces
sary to help calit the child. The suggestion was also
made that a child should be interviewed mice. once
privately, and once inithe presence of parents. In any
case, the goal of investigators should he to work with
parents, not against them. An adversary situation 'with
parents should be avoided whenever possihle. If parents
are interfering withIntetviewing. gibing them a task to
perform frequently/helps to divert them.

Experienced detectives also suggested ,that in most
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casts only one investigator shoulll interview a child.
When-possible, the investigator should sit closd to, and
at the eye level of the child. During the interview,
touching the child occasionally sometimei helps .to. pro-
vide further reassurance. Investigator.sboilld be pre-.
pared t use much patience'. and sensitiVity when inter-
viewing children. If possible a determination should be
made as to.whether the child would prefer to talk to a
fen le invelfigator. A few of the experienced detectives
iurveyedrecomMended using women to interview child
victims as a standard practice.

Child, development. Before beginningthe interview,
investigators should prepare themselves to talk at the
child's level. The age; nu:tut11y, and educational level of
the victim should all be considered inpigning the words
and expressions that will bc' used during the interview I
Officers should consider the development of the child in
temps of the demands that are to be made;For example,
ifoun children may not be able to provide accurate
info lion about the hour of an assault, but they may be
able to member to. hat tcleVision'program was on at the
time. A ough the investigator may prefer the child to
de vibe t e assault, or series of assaults, iechronologi-
cal order, oung victims. may not be able to do so.
Attention spins of children vary, but they are always
!jibbed. Interkewers should 'stick to the Most important
issues and avoi tiring children with questions pertaining

to minor details When they begin to answer most ques-
tions with "I n't know" or "I can't remember,"
investigators shOuld realize children are no longer in-
terestcd in cominuing \he interview. In additiori, officers
interviewing young children should avoid being too indi-
rect. Falling to ask conecete questions confuses children
and further shortens thei attention span.

Beginning. the interviet . The first goal to be ac-
complished during the actual interview is the establish-
ment of rapport with the child. Discussing one's own
children, relatives, neighbors, etc.; who are the same age
as the interviewee sometimes helps to achieve this. Very
early in the interview children should be assured that they
have done nothing wron . 'g_f_hey_should_ he.made to un-
derstand that they are not in any kind of "trouble,.'.! Once
the child thoroughly understands this, the investigator
should tum ton discussion of general topics. An attempt.
'Should.be mile to Mile-the child view the detective as a

_ friend rather than a police officer. Good rapport can
..usually bb established. by discussing the child's friends.
school, pets, favorite T.V. programs, brothers and sis-
ters, ambitions, etc: ..

Substantive interviewing, Once the investigitor is
confident that rapport has been established with the
child, the conversation should be turned to the subject of
the assault. The specific matter of the assault can often be
introduced by asking children, "Do you kndw why I
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want to talk to youn.Afternatiyely, investigators can say
something like, 'Tnow I want to talk about who is bother-
ing you." Once the topic of the sexual assault is actually
introduced, expert detectives recommend that the seri-
oustess of the matter should be neither undermined; nor
overemphasized. Obviously, investigators should at-
tempt. to discuss the assault without doing any lasting
psychological damage to the child.

The specific details of the assault should be obtained
by asking the child to describe in his or her own words
what happened. If necessary, victims should be reas-
sured that they did not do anything wrong. Victims
should also, be 'reassured that they-are safe from the
assailant. in cases involving young victims, the child is.
often threatened and may 'lave a substantial fear of re:
prisal.

Followmp questions. Invariably it will be necessary to
ask the interviewee follow-up questions. More often than
not it is necessary to draw things out of the child. When
doing so, asking questions that require more than a yes or
no answer is often helpful. Asking "What_else hap-
pened?" or "then what did he do?" will generally bring
a better response than asking "Did he . .?" questions.

If a child is likely to have difficulty naming anatomical
structures, the victim Can be asked to point out body
.parts on boy, and girl dolls. As a rule, the use of highly
detailed anatomical charts for this Purpose should be
avoided. Younger children, in particular, find it much
cosier fo relate to dolls than to charts, diagrims, or
photographs which are unnecessarily realistic and de-
tailed.

LS Interviewing Witnesses
Eyewitnesses are rarely available in rape cases. How,

ever, there 'are many more kinds of witnesses besides
those who actually observe the crime being committed:
The first person..to whom a victim reports being.raped
can provide very important testimony regarding the vic-
tim's response to the assault. Hospital personnel are
generally able to supply additional testimony regarding
this issue,. Neighbors, passersby, and other individuals
will frequently be a source of highly persuasiiI cor-
roborating testimony. Some cases are solved as a 'tesult
of information proiiiaed by identification witnesseswho
are, able to place a suspect at the scene of an assault.

Alibi witnesses must often be interviewed regarding
statements made by suspects. The circumstances of cer\
tain 'cases can require that character witnesses be inter- \
viewed regarding the backgrounds of either complainants
or suspects. Few rape investigations involve interview-
ing an eyewitness. However, other types of witnesses
must be interviewed in almost every rape case. .

General techniques. All witness interviews differ in
some iespects: oweverothe general purpose of inter-

.
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views with witnesses is to obtain information which is of
official interest to theninvestigator. In some instances,
witnesses must be interrogated because they are reluctant
to niakc a full disclosom of the information they possess
or because-they are suspected of being implicated in the
commission of the crime. Regardless of whether an in-
vestigator is preparing an interview Or annterrogation,
there are some general guidelines which are usually of
great potential value:

(1) Avoid catchwords. Obtaining even an in-
formal statement from some people can cause '
difficulties if they fear that "getting involved"
might result in a-court appearance. Avoiding
words like "witness" and "Testify" as well as
allusions to the possibility.of being subdenaed
frequently decreases such difficulties.

pre-
fer

Go to the witness. Many investigators pre-
fer to meet with witnesses at police headquar-

-less. However,' the time expended going 16 a
witness's home or place of employment is fre-
quently less than that which is wasted by no-
show appointments.
(3) Encourage reluctant witnesses. Some wit-

, nesses- are reluctant to supply information
whiCh might "cause trouble. This problem
must usually be solved on a case-by-case basis..
Sometimes appealing'to a witness's ego needs'
or feigning the need of information for "con-
firmation" purposes hells encourage reluctant
witnesses.
(4) Keep witnesses separated. While waiting to
give statements, witnesses as well as suspects

- should be kept out of one another's sight.
(5) Respect the victim's-privacy. All victims,
but especially those who have been raped, ap-
preciate maintaining as. much privacy as possi-
ble. When interviewing. potential witnesses,

,identifying either the victim or the specific
crime ;,rat was committed should be avoided.
Indeed, it is sometimes easier to obtain infor-
mation from potential witnesses regarding a
suspect who "broke into a residence," "stole
a purse," or"threatened a neighbor" than it is
to obtain cooperation in a 'rape investiga-
don".
(6) Maximize inquiries. Many witnesses are
reluctant to come forward with information.
Others may net realize the importance of the
information they possess. Maximizing the
numberof inquiries that are made will increase
the number of potential witnesses who are
identified.
(7) Plan ahead. Plan in advance the questions
to be asked during a formal interview. Basic
questions establishing the facts in chronoloe
cal order are always helpful.
(8) Establish the elements of the crime. Int r.
view questions should be prepared to estab sh
the existence of the elements of the cri e.
Appropriate follow.up questions to jog
memories or help adjust exaggerations are also
necessary in most instances.

O
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(9) Separate facts from inference. Simple, di-
rect questions can be used to separate facts
from inference, opinions, and speculation."
(10) Select appropriate language. Vocabulary,
language, and style should be suited to 'specific
interview situations. Jargon and _legalistic
questions should be avoided. Friendly chitchat
may be initially helpful, but once the formal
interview has begun, encourage the witness to
stick to the subject.
(11) Think twice about recording devices.
Some people are much more 'willing to be
interviewed if a recording device is not being.
used.
(125 Use a question-answer format for witness
statements. This format is frequently the most
elVetive:way to obtain the specific information
in written statements. While most written
statements from witnesses consist of undi-
rected narratives, a more effective method for -.
obtaining witness statements involves writing
out a specific question on the witness's state-
ment form and then requesting the witness to .

provide.a written response directly beneath it.
(13) Provide necessary 'advisements. Fre-
quently witnesses have reasons to provide in;.,
formation which is not completely accurate.
Some such statements result from an attempt to
conceal complicity in a crime. Particularly in
rape cases, alibi witnesses may be helping a
friend conceal the truth. Whenever it is WI-.
gated, an appropriate advisement of rights .

should be provided to the witness prior to the
beginning, of the interview. When doing so,
citing local law concerning false statements
from witnesses and administefing the advise-
ment in (writing may help to underscore the
seriousness of the situation.

5.6 interv!ewing Rape Suspects
Althoudi most rapes are never solved, all sex crimes

investipatkrs are called upon to interview some accused
rapists. These. suspectg should be interrogated in much
the same way as individuals accused of. other violent
felonies. When an accused rapist is identified it is always
helpful to obtain a statement as soon as possible: The

' sooner a suspect commits himself-to a story, the sooner an
investigator can proceed to either verify it br disprove it.

General techniques. The techniques used to interview
rape suspects should be selected according to the person-
ality type of the accused.4 However, there are some
general techniques which apply to all suspect interviews.
Although most police officers develop their own favorite
interrogation methods, the following guidelines should
be helpful in almost all rape cases:

35.

(1) Provide the necessary advisements. Make
sure the accused is properly advised Of his
rights every time you talk with him, so that any
statement he makes is admissible. However,
investigators should attempt to minimize the
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chilling effect of advisements by referring to
_ them as ',`routine procedure."

(2)tfier to help the accused prove his account
of wh'al happened. Explain to him it is your
duty to investigate any.informatioh that might
help ,him prove his innocence. Ask 'him to
provide some kind of information that can be
'checked-out" to show he is not guilty. Ex

plain that if he does provide information which
, -proves to be correct, he will be eliminated

from further suspicion.
(3) Take sufficient time. Once: the accused
agrees to talk to you, do not rush the interview.
Interrogations evolve at their own, pace and
should not be hurried.
(4) Try to make the suspect like you. Attempt
to establish some rapport with the accused.
Avoid an adversary situation.
(5) Change interviewers if necessary. ShOuld it
betome obvious that an inability to establish
rapport is pre,venting the suspect from speaking
freely, change interviewers even if it means a
delay in taking thestatemem.
(6) Discuss general topics first. While. making
casual conversation, attempt to learn some-
thing about the suspect's interests or lifestyle
that will lead into a discussion of the events in
question. Move from the general to the

(7)Na-el-condone- the suspect's actions. Do
not agree with the accused that he was "led
on" by the victim orihat "she asked for it."
Never refer to the victim in a derogatory man-_
ner, even though the accused might. If a verbal

. response is necessary to keep the accused talk-
ing, try saying "Tell me more about that" or
"I don't understand what you mean by that."
(8) Be satisfied with a partial disclosure. Sex
offenders are usually reluctam W.. relate the
intimate aspects of their assaults. Some of
them will discuss their cases in great detail,
particularly if, they are offering a consent .de-
Cense, but most stop short of mentioning any-
thing they think might cause them to be labeled
as perverted. Be satisfied with a disclosure of

the date, time, and place of the assault, along
with an admission that the ,sex acts were com-
mitted without the consent of the victim.

5.7 Summary
Interviewing the victim to obtain a formal statement is

a critical part of the investigation of a rape case. The
information supplied by the victim Will direct the entire
course of the investigator's activities. The way in which
the interview is conducted will have,a direct bearing on
the victim's willingness to continue to cooperate in the
investigation and prosecution of her case. Although it is
necessary to obtain embarrassing personal 4:information
from the victim, good interview techniques can be.used
to do so with sensitivity, discretion, and professionalism.
Regardless of the victim's age, investigators can develop
interview skills to maximize the amount of useful WI*.
mation obtained while minimizing' the victim's further
emotional trauma.

Although there 'are few eyewitnesses to rapes, there
are almost always other types of witnesses to be inter-:
viewed. In cases involving victims who immediately
report being raped, the first person they potify can testify-
as a fresh-complaint witness. Other people can usually
corroborate some aspect of a victim's account of her
assault. 'Witnesses ofall types are very important to the
development of successful rape prosecutions. Enhancing
skills to interview Witnesses is as important as develop-
ing techniquesfoi interviewing victims.

All sex crimes Investiptors are called upon to inter-
. view rape suspects from lime to time. When conducting

such interviews, officers should utilize the same proce-
dures as would apply in other violent felonies. Inaddi-
lion, investigat'ors should remember that most rape sus-
pects are reluctant to make a full disclosure of their
crime. However, suspects who Claim the victim con-
sented to the sekacts in question will usually be willing
to make a statement. -
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CHAPTER 6. EVIDENCE

Evidence consists of the objects, documents, and
statements by witnesses which' are used to further an
"investigation or establish the facts of a case in a court of
law. Material objects are known as physical evidence
while statements by witnesses are known as testimonial
.evidence. Evidence may be used either to 'prove or dis-
Orove,the existence of the- elements of a crime. The
successful conclusion of every criminal investigation de-
pends on the value of the evidence, that can be collected
and developed.

6.] .Sufficiency 4-Evidence.
Investigators must-frequently make decisions regard-

ing the volume of evidence "sufficient to establish an

4 element of a crime. Prosecutors generally encourage
police to collect every possible piece of physical evi-

- , dense and interview all potential witnesses. However,
resource.limitations prevent such extensive efforts except
in the most serious of cases. Predicting the defense an
accused rapist is likely to offer helps resolve this di-
lemma..Investigators should concentrate on developing
evidence that will prove the element that most likely to
be the basis of the defense offered by the accused. If it is
likely that the accused will offer an identification de-

' fense, special efforts should be expended to develop
evidence to establish the identification scf the perpetrator.
Likewise it is true for consent, penetration, and insanity
defenses.

6.2 Physical Evidonce
In rape cases, physical evidence can be used to cor-

robOrate sexual penetration, the identity of the perpe-
trator, and lack of victim consent. In practice, however,
the primary use of evidence is to prove a casetagainst a
suspect who has been identified through other means.?
As a rule, physical evidence seldom leads to the identifi-
cation of an unknown suspect, and it is rarely, if evei,
the only source of proof presented in a rape prosecution.
In fact, technical problems $requently prevent items from
being admitted as evidence because they have not been
propedy.obiaine collected, or processed.

Obtaining physical evidence. The first problem in-
volved in obtaining physical evidence is locating it. De-
pinding on the circumstances of the 'crime and how
proniptly it was reported; physical evidence may be
found At any of several different places. The following
are locations which could be processed by the appropri-
ate personnel for the presence of physical evidence;

(1) crime scenethe location where sexual
penetration actually occurred;
(2) the venuethe general vicinity of the
crime scene inclpding other rooms in the same
house or building, as well as the cartilage.
(3) he location of initial contactthe place
where the victim was first encountered by her
assailant;
(4) the route of travelthe path taken by the
Victim and her assailant from the location of
first encounter to theoime scene;
(5) vehiclesany meansrof transportation the
victim and her assailant used to travel from the
location of first encounter to,the grime scene;
(6) the victimthe victim's person including
her external body 'surfaces .from which latent
fingerprints of the assailant may hei
clothing, her hair, and the areas- or her body
subjected to sexual contact;
(7) the accusedthe body and.clothing of any
suspect; and
(8) the property of the accusedthe home and
vehicles of the accused frequently yield valu-
able physical evidence even if they were not
used during the commission of the crime.

Obviously, when dealing with physical evidence ob-
tained from the suspect, his residence, or his vehicles, it
'is necessary to observe all of the relevant law concerning
search and seizure. Items are frequently suppressed as
evidence because of an improper search or .unlawful
seizure. To avoid such problems, warrants or court or-
ders should be used whenever possible. As a general
rule, warrantless searches of a suspect's residence or
vehicle should never be conducted, even if that search
incident to an arrest. Sealing the premises or impounding

-the vehicle white a warrant is obtained, or utilizing
formal procedures to undertake a consent search, places,
the burden of proof on the defense in tlfe event of a
suppression hearing. imilar!), obtaining a court order
before removing evidence which requires a significam
intrusion of the defendant's person likewise affirms the
legality of the seizure. Failing to obtain a warrant or a
Colin order frequently results in the loss of irreplaceable
evidence.

Also of great importance are certain other factors.
which should be taken into consideration when articles to
be used as evidence are obtained from the victim or her
residence. Items impounded as evidence are frequently
held for extended periods of lime. In addition, laboratory
procedures sometimes ruin articles which are submitted
for analysis. Holding items for- extended periods or,
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daniaging them beyond use can cause a substantial hard-
ship for victims. Whenever it is necessary or desirable to
impound prope y belonging to the victim, the conse-
quences of doi g so should be discussed with her in
advance: She s ould be told how, when; and in what
conditin she. an ekpect return of her property. She
should also be t ld what impact her withholding of items
is like y to ha e on the successful prosecution of her
COW.

Colfecting physical evidence. Physical evidence must
be.Prdperly collected and maintained to insure both its
admissibility and value. A frequent source of difficulty in
criminal prosecution is the failure of police, medical,
laboratory, and custodial personnel to maintain an un-
broken chain of custody. To avoid this difficulty., inves-
tigators should encourage the development and use of
adequate procedures to sustain the chain of custody for
'all items of evidence. -

The best method to preserve a chain of custody is to
minimize the number of people requited to handle items.
For example, when conducting a crime scene search,
only'one officer .should be responsible for collecting and
labeling evidence irrespective of Who located the item.
Ideally the officer assigned to collect and mark evidence
should be a specially trained crime scene technician. In
any case, every' effort should be made to maintain the
shortest possible chain of custody.

All items of physical evidence should be collected,
labeled; and preserved so as to avoid damage and con-
tamination. Providing specific procedures to accomplish
this is beyond the scope of this manual. To obtain such
information, the.reader is referred to the following:

Bloch, Peter B. and Donald R. Weidman.
Managing Criminal Investigations (Washing-

. ton, D.C.: 'U.S. Government Printing Office,
1975);
Fox, Richard H. and Carl L. Cunningham.

--Criine-Scene Search and Physical Evidence
Handbook (Washington, D.C.; U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1973); and -
Federal Bpreau of Investigation. Handbook of
Forensic Silence (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1974).

Processing physical evidence. Once it has been
'gathered, physical evidence must be analyzed. Even
though there arc many more items which could be
gathered than arc actually collected, crime laboratory
facilities are generally unable to analyze all of the sped-
mcns that are gathered.' As a result, police personnel
should make every effort to be selective in their choice of
items submitted for analysis.4 This-consideration takes
madded significance in view of the fact that the primary
value of physical evidence is to build a case against a
specific accused person rather than identify an unknown
suspect.
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Whenever possible, physical evidence should be proc-
essed at a crime laboratory rather than at a medical
facility., Police processing of physical evidence helps to
maintain uniformity of analysis. It also helps standardize i
reporting procedures. In addition, police laboratory per- '

sorinel are more readily available for, and accustomed to,
court appearances. The obvious exception to this pnxe-
dure involves perishable speciimens like semen samples
taken to determine sperm otility. Specimen such
as "these should be analyzed immediately, at :vhatever
facility practicable.

6.3 Testimonial Evidenc1 e
In rape cases, testimonial e idencethe statements

made by witnesses under oath-Liis usually more valuable
than physical evidence. This'is because testimonial evi-
dence is usually much more readily available than physi-
cal evidence. In most states, i rapist could theoretically
be convicted on nothing more than the testimony of the
victim. In practice, however, a successful prosecution
for rape is normally impossible without a substantial
amount of corroborating' evidence. The most valuable
source of such corroboration is the testimonial evidence
whickmay-be;Obtained from various kinds of witnesses.

Police officers. The witnesses of greatest potential
value in rape prosecutions are the first police officers to
contact the victim following her report. These officers
can provide indispensible testimony regarding the yic-
tim's lack of consent. As trained observers,, these 'per-
sonnel can describe the emotional condition of the victim -
as well as her personal appearance. Both of these kinds
of evidence are highly relevant to the element of consent.

Medical witnessisTlite medical personnel who deal
with a victim immediately following her assault can be
very valuable witnesses, These personnel can help prove
both the element of sexual penetration and the lack of

, victim consent. The individual. perfotming the ,Pelvic
examination of the victim is an expert witness-who can
testify "sealing both of the.* elements. Other medical
personnel who can testify, regarding the victim's emo-
tional condition, injuries,..or physical appearance, also .

make valuable Witnesses.
Laboratory personnel. The personnel who analyze

physical evidence are normally called to give testimony
.regarding the standard laboratory tests they have per-
formed. When developing a case for prosecution, inves-
tigators should not overlook the potential value.of other
testimony taboret ory personnel ca n provide. For e xa rnple,

to help prove lack of victim consent, a laboratory techni-
cian might be able to testify regarding the amount of
force necessary to tear a particular piece of clothing.

Other witnesses. Many other witnesses can be called
to corroborate various aspects of the victim's account of
her assault. Sometimes these witnesses can provide di.
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rect evidence that the defendam did in fact commit the
crime of which he is accused. "Other tithes, witnesses can
do nothing more than help reduce doubt that the defend-
ant is guilty. The value of this kind of testimony should
not be underestimated. In additior4 locating witnesses
who can corroborate portions of the victim's statement
and thus enhance her credibility cin also be of great
vaind in a rape prosecution:

6.4 Summary 1

The successful QuIC Onto of rape cases depends on the

value of the evidence collected during the course ;of the
preliminary and follow-up investigations. Most physical
evidence must be collected at the time of the initiallreport
or it wilf be lost. Evidence can be of either positive or

\

negative value. That is, specific evidence can be used to
prove either a crime was comniitted or that it was not;
evidence may be used to help prove that a particular
suspect was the perpetrator o the crime or toi eliminate
him froin further suspicion. Some evidence can provide
direct proof of an element\ of the crime, while other
evidense can Ally help to ells inate doub1/41In view of this
consideration, lice personnel should al ays attempt to
obtain any ev dente that mig t be of value. However,
since the reso rtes that can be devoted to the collection
and develop & of evidence are limited, police officers
should selecti ely collect the evidence that will be of
greatest poten ial use in neutralizing the defense the
accused is mo t likely to offer.

NOTES

1, Peter B. Bloch and Donald R. Weidmat, Managing C iiminal'
investigations (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government Priming Office,
1975), p. 25.

See atapter 8, ""Fingerprints.""

Bloch and We mmr. O. cit. \
...

See Joseph L. Vieterson, The Utilization of Crimkalisdes $ rives
by the Poice.(Washingion, D.C.: U.S. Government tinting Office.
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CHAPTER 7:.TECHNIQUES FOR PROVING SEXUAL
PENETRATION

- In ordeito establish that `a mpe.has been committed,. it
is necessary to prove that sexual penetration has taken
place. Technically, the only-evidence necessary to prove
the existence of this element is, the testimony of the
victim. However, corroborating the victim's testimony
through other means helps not only t provide added
proof relating to this element, but it als adds credibility
to the victim's testimony regarding, the remaining ele-
mems of tlie crime. ,

-

7.1. Grim* Semi &Worm s

A considerable amount of evidence of sexual penetra-
tion is usually available from the scene of a rape and

. other related sources. In most cases, 'if this evidence is
not obtained at the time of a victim's initial report, it will
be lost. As a result, the officers involved in the initial
response to a rape complaint must ensure that such e*

-dencels collected. hradclitioi, officers should remember
, this kind of evidence is actually proof of emission rather

than penetration. For that reason, negative findings can
--- -----beinterpretaltOinearryperpetatot4eltherdkrifOrejhett2--

late or perhaps wore &condom. Moreover, when items
stained with body Bards. (bloOd semen, etc.}' an ob-
tainedthey should be dried and collected' into paper
bags, not plastic bags, in order to prevent putrefaction_.1

Bedding, etc. Semen stains. char usually he located at
the scene of a rape. Depending on where the crime
actually occurred, these stains may be found onbedding,
furniture cushions, auto:iiibolstert, and even in dirt

,samples in the case of offenses committed out-ofdoms.
An effort should always be made to racover1tems from
the crime scene which are likely' tO.,contain evidence of
seminal emission. floweyer,as a door esy to the- victim,
before any of her personal propay is collected for
analysis, she should be sold why the items ate needed.
Further, it is preferable not to remove 16ything from the
victim's home without her knowledge Ad permission.

Towels and tissues: Frequently yitndividdals involved in
rapes wipe sexual secretions f m their\ bodies with

for thishof any item that may ve been used.
towels, tissues, etc. The victims touldie asked if she is
aware
purpose by either herielf or the accused/If so, she should
be asked for her permission to collect suchems so they
may be analyzed for -evidence of sexual penetration.

Victim's clothing.. A rape' victim's Clothing; portico-
lady her undeiwear, will usually be stained with semen.
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All of the victim's clothing, but especially her_ panties
should always be collected and analyzaltfor the presence
of semen stains. Before she leaves foi' the hospital, it
should be explained to the victim that she will need a
change of clothes.

Suspect's clothing, If a suspect is arrested before he
has the opportunity to change, it is likely that semen
stains will be found on his clothes. Even if the suspect
has changed, if the clothes he was wearing during the
assault can be recovered before they hovel:men law.'
dared, semen stains are Maly to be found.

Photographs. Photographic evidence of sexual pene-
tration is sometimes, recovered at-the scene of a rape.
This is most likely to be true of crimes that involve
accomplices. In addition, victims who have been taken. .

to the perpetrator's' residence or some type of '"club
house" are sometimes photographed while they are
being assaulted. If the victim knows that she was photo-
graphed or if circumstances indicate that a camera found
at a crime tililk99#1011.01498131Plis of the of

lease, appropriate melons should be taken to seize this
evidence. 61.
7.2 Medical hemineition

A medical examination immediately following an as-
sault is the best means of establishing the existenceof
sexual penetration.! Such medical ararnioations yield
twoypes of evidence of sexual penetration: (1) Physical
evidence may be collected from the victim's body "which
can be examined to provide proof of penetration and how
much time has elapsed since it occurred. (2) The indi-
vidual who performs the examination can testify as an
expect -witness regarding the physical sign, of penetration-
that are observed.

'Rape kits. Many police agencies utilize so-called rapt
kits to obtain medical evidence in sexual assaults. These
kits generally contain the cotton swabs, microscope ,

slides, test tubes, paper ba gs, etc. necessary to examine
rape victims. Rape kits are commercially available, bat
they are more commonly prepared by the hospitals in
which victims ate examined. The contents of the kits,,
including the physical examination protocol and the pro-
cedures established for their use, ate normally decided
Upon by police and hospital administrators in consuha-
tion with representatives from the office of the pros-
ecutor. Guidelines and standards for the contents of rape
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kits are available from many published sources.3 inves-
tigators should ensure existing proceduret for the use of
rape kits are carefully followed, especially in cases in-
volving victims who wish to have rape kitsmaefe avail-
able to their private physicians.

Vaginal samples. Samples taken from the victim's
vagina can be microscopically examined for the presence
and motility of sperm. The'existence of sperm cells in
these samples is positive proof of sexual penetration. The
number and motilitythe degree of movementof
sperm cells can be used to estimate how recently the
sexual penetration occurred. However, the absence of
sperm cells is not necessarily evidence that sexual pene-
tration did not occur. The perpetrator might have been
sterile; had a vasectomy, or he might have used a con-
dom. It i also possible that the perpetrator failed to
ejaculate. .

Acid p sphates: Acid phosphatase is characteris-
tically fo in seminal fluid. A sufficient concentration

yof this e me ' a specimen taken from a victim's
vagina is of sexual enetration. This test can be
used to ov spenetKation in cases involving lefts in
Whose -va "nal specimens sperm Cannot be detected. In
One such ase,an acid 'phosphatase test for penetration
was positi e in a victim who was not examined until 341/2
hours afte being assaulted. Another such case involved a
victim w had douched thoroughly and was not
examined air 22 hours.{

Woq's lansp. Semitil fluid is fluorescent. 'il ultra- '

violet light (Wood's Lamp) can be used t detect the .

presenceof possible seminal stains on the victim's cloth
ingand/or body surfates. Wood's Lamps eni iirObe of
help at crime scenes lo locate what ,mightibe semen
stains. -However, many substances are fluorescent, in-

k
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eluding petroleum jelly lubricams.3 Therefore, labora-
tory analysis is necessary to confirm the presence of
semen. . .

Visual observation. Visual observation by experi-
enced medical personnel during the pelvic examination
of a rape victim can be a good source of evidence of
sexual penetration. The condition of alt" victim's hymen
as well as other portions of her gent. ilia can provide
definite evidence of sexual contact:.

. .

7.3 Testimonial Evidence
A statement from the victim regarding the sexual as-

pects of the assault should always be obtained. in some
cases, the accused is willin to admit having had sexual
relations with the victim. This is particularly true when
the perpetrator is contemplating a defense based on con-
sent.'Such statements by the defendant should be re-
corded for use as evidence. In addition to statements
made by the victim and the perpetrator, other persons
may be able to provide testimonial evidence relatrhg to
the element of sexual penetration. Theie individuali may
beiccomplices who are willing to testify for the prosecu-
tion, or,:they may be eyewitnesses to the crime.

7.4 Summary
To obtain a conviction for r..pe it is always necessary

to establish the element of sexual penetration. Proving
this element of the crime is usually established through
the use of medical evidence. In addition, items of evi-
dence recovered from the crime scene can also be used to
corroborate sexual penetration. Despite the fact that
comparatively few accused rapists offer a defense based
on lack of penetration, sufficient evidence to prove this
element must always be obtained. ..

..,

' For instructions on h6w to handle crime scene evidence in rape
cases see: International Association of Chiefs of Police, Training Key
Number 137--Phylical EvidenceSemen (Washington, D.C.: Intema-

.. tionalAssociation of Chiefs of Police, 1970).
,s For descriptions of medical procedures for exarninintrape victims

see: American College of Obsietrkia'ns and Gynecologists Technical
Bulletin. No. 14. `Suspect Rape," (ACOG, 1 Fast Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 6;:101.3121222.1600); G. Richard gram. M.D., The
Rape Examination (Nord Chicago, Illinois: Abbott Latioratories.
1976); W. F. Enos, gi.D., J. C. Beyer. M.D., and G. T. Mann, M.D.,
LL,D., "The Medical Examination of Cases of Rape." Journal of
Forensic Sciences. 17, No. 1 (1972). 50-56; Charles R. Hiyman.
"Sexual Assaults on Women and Girls." Anna Is of Internal Medicine.
72, No. 2 (1970); Jack H. McCubbin, M.D. and Daniel E. Scott,
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M.D., "Management of Alleged Sexual A swat,' Taos Medicine. o9

(September. 1973), 59-64; Louis R. Vitali°, "Physical Evidence in
Rape Cases," Journal of Police Science and Administration. 2, No. 2
(1974), 160-163.

8 See 1 above. In addition. the Technical Research Services D'xi-
sions, International Association of Chiefs of Police. 11 Firstfield Road,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760, is currently preparing guidelines for
the contents of rape kits.

Joseph C. Rupp. M.D., Ph.D.. "Sperm Survival and Progatic
Avid Phosphatase Activity in Victims of Sexual Amau II," Journal 41

Forensic Sciences. 14, No.,2 (April, 1969). 177-83.
s Dav'id M. Paul, "The Medical Examination in Sexual Offenses."

Medicine. Science. and the lam, 15, No. 3 (July. 1975). 156.
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CHAPTER 8. TECHNIQUES FOR PROVING IDENTITY

To obtain a' onviction for any criminal offense, the
identity of the rpetrator must be proVen beyond a
reasonable doubt. Developing such proof can be espe-
cially-difficult in rape cases. Many rapes are stranger-to-
stranger crimes in which the victim is the only witness
Who can identify the accused. However, are*, victims a
frequently unable to provide a-visual identification of the
perpetrator because many rapists are careful to conceal
their identity. Nonetheless, there ale many techniques
which can be Used for (1) apprehending fleeing assail-
ants, ,(2) genenkting pools of possible suspects, and (3)
confirming the identity of anustees. Experienced sex
crimes detectives and patrol personnel were surveyed
regarding the relative effectiveness of these investigative
techniques. The data provided by these officers are in-
corporated in the information presented below.

8.1 Apprehending Fleeing Assailants
Police are at the scene of a large majorityotreported

rapes within' one hour Of the time they are committed;
they are at the scene of many within ten minutes. There
is there-fore a significant chance that an accused rapist
can be apprehended in the vicinity of a crime scene. The
following techniques can be used to increase the likeli-
hood of arresting a fleeing assailant: Investigators should
be aware of these techniques and ensure that they are ..

appropriately utilized during the initial response to a rape
report.

Radio lookout. in cases that involve an immediate
reports-a description of the assailant should always be
broadcast. The procedures to accomplish this should be
established by individual police agencies. Idea fly,, epre-
liminaly description of the accused should be transmitted
after a unit has been assigned to handle the initial inves-
tigation. By assigning a unit first, and broadcasting the
description second, the responding officers can be on the
lookout for a fleeing suspect as they approach the crime
scene. In addition, the responding officers can be on
route to the scene while communications personnel are
obtaining description information. A further description
may be aired at the appropriate time by the ,off mrs
dispatchedqo the 'scene.

Area'searcii. In all oaks involving ar; immediate re-
port, the venue Of the crime should be searched. The

.assailant's direction and mode of lravel, if known,
should guide search efforts. In addition, the time elapsed
since the commission of the crime should help to deter-
mine how far from the crime scene the assailant may
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have been able to travel. Personnel coordinating an area
search should always make certain that logical "escape
routes are .overed as well as the immediate vicinity of
the crime. it

Tracking dogs. Many police agencies have access to
tracking dogs. Incases involiiing an immediate report,
dogs can be of genuine help locating a fleeing or hiding
suspect. The nature of a rape dictates that the assailant
will leave a substantial amount of scent at the scene of
the crime. If tracking dogs are brought into the case
promptly, ,they are of great potential value.

Helicopter surveillance..The value of helicopters in
rape cases is largely the same as it is in. other major
felonies. Their value is primarily associated with pursuit
and search functions. Beyond these specific applications,
helicoptors do not seem to be of any added value in rape
Investigations. "."

8.2 Generating Pools of Possible Siospects
There are many techniques which can be used to

generate pools ofpossible suspects in ppe cases. The
value of any particular technique is dependent upon the
case in which it is used and the resources invested in
the application of the technique. Thus a particular tech-
nique may be very valuable in one case and.no: at all

.helpful in another. some instances, success may de-
pend on the circumstances of the particular offense. In
other cases, success may be governed by the time de-
voted to the application of a tech nique, the extensiveness
of availably records, or simply a lucky break.

Previous offender files. The known offender file is the
device mostcon nonlyusokbyexperienced, detectirs.to__
generate suspects in rape cases. Departments maintain
these files in various ways. Most departments maintain
them as photographs of individuals previously implicated
in a rape or other sex, offense. In all cases involving an
unknown perpetrator, previoim offender files should be
utiiiied to generate possible suspects. In cases involving
victims who are unable to provide a visual identification
of the perpetrator, these files can be used in conjunction
with information gathered from other sources to develop
a list of possible suspects, Ita visual identification can be
provided, pictures of possible suspects should be shown
to the victim and alLavailable witnesses. The success of
this technique is directly related to the amount of pre-
liminary, screening done by the investigator. Before indi-
viduals are included in the pool of possible suspects
to be investigated briber, they should be evaluated
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on the basis of their physical description and current
whereabouts.

Photo files. All law enforcement agencies maintain the
photographs of arrestees in some type of files. Showing
rape victims photographs from these flies is anothei

4 commonly used technique to generate suspects in a rape
case. When using photograph files to generate possible
suspects in such a case, investigators should observe the
following guidelines: (1) Avoid showing witnesses too
many photographs at any one time, by pre-selectingthe
pictures of individuals who souk' 5t the physical descrip-
tion of the perpetrator. (2) Make .:y effort to use the
most recent available photograph of each possible sus-
pect. (3) Ensure that, the photographs presented to wit-
nesses show suspects who are in the proper age group
according to their birth yearregardless of what their
age was when they were photographed. (4) When select-
ing photographs to show witnesses, 'review the files Of
suspected rapists as well.as individuals who have cam-
mined other sex offenses and violent crimes besides
rape, Convicted rapists frequently have criminal records
which include many offenses in addition to raper

Modus operandi files. Police agencies maintainmodus
operandi files in various different forms. In some de-

- partments they are organized simply according to the
types of crimes that are reported. Other agencies or-
ganize their files according to the2details of how specific
offenses were committed. Regardless of how they are
organized, M.O. files can be used to identify suspects by
helping investigators group similar types of crimes.

'Few law enforcement agencies, however, maintain
sufficiently complete records to ensure the usefulness of
this technique for generating pools of suspects in rape
cases.

'. ' pekription files. Some departments have developed
' .description files to generate suspects in stranger-to-

stranger crimes. These fileSccatalogtie individuals accord-
---.-- -----ing to various aspects-of the physical description as' well

as scars, marks, tattoos, nicknames, and other oddities.
Description files are especially useful when there is' something pdnicularly unusual about the individual
being sought. Theif greatest limitation involves the ease
with which people are able to alter some of their physical
features. In addition, like all other police records, the
value of description files is determined by the volume of
resources devoted to keeping them accurate and updated.

Composite pictures. Composite pictures can be of
great value in the investigation of rape cases. They can
be used to help identify possible suspects and locate
witnesses. A comparison of the relative value of artist's
drawings and commercially available kits utilizing plas-
tic overlays-cannot be made. This is because so few of
the detectives surveyed had experience with more than
one technique for producing composite pictures. How-

.

__c
ever, many of those interviewed expressed the opinion
that.the value and quality of composite pictures varies
considerably according to the expertise of the individual
producing them.2

Area canvass. Many expert detectives believe that the
area canvass is the most effective way to identify possi-
ble suspects in a rape case. The venue of the crime, the
route of travel, and the location of first encounter should
all.be canvassed as dictated by the circumstances of the
crime. Canvassing should_ be done immediately. How-
ever, recanvassing with a composite picture. of the
perpetrator can be especially helpful. In addition,

. '''round-the-clock" surveillance can often help-uncover
witnesses whose daily routines may have put them in the
area at the time of the crime. The details of every can-
vass, including both positive and negative results, should
always he recorded for future reference by all persminel
involved with the case.

Intradepartmentul communications. Various forms of
intradepartmental communications can be of substantial
value in generating pools of possible suspects. The dis-
tribution of composite pictures of suspects and flyers .
describing open investigations,to patrol personnel fre-
quently provides positive results. Discussing cases with
officers from Other investigative divastons is often help-
ful, especially in cases involving the commission of
some other offense in addition to the rape. Some expert
dete,ctives indicated that personal conversations with the
patrol officers in whose area, a specifieoffense occurred
often produced valuable information. Carefully review-
ing field interrogation cards-and other intelligence info
Illation can also suggeit the identity of possiblesuspects.

Interagency contacts. Many law enforcement agencies
have obiained positive results from procedures designed
to share investigative information with other police
agencies in their area. In various parts of the country,
and especially in metropolitan areas, police agencies

--have set up-programs to share information about recent
offenses and open investigations. Regular meetings are
often held to facilitate the dissemination of information.
Alternatively, .teletypes, wanted flyers, composite pic-
tures, and intelligence bulletins may be circulated among
neighboring departments. ' ..

Motor vehicle information. A standard technique used
in all types of criminal investigation is the development
of information klarding vehicles involved in the com-
mission of crimes. When victims are able to provide such
information it usually proves to be most helpful in the
identification of a possible suspect. However, frequently
vehicles are not involved in the commission of a rape or
victims do not see the vehicles which are used. In these
cases, investigators should concentrate on obtaining ve-
hicle infomuitiori (tom other witnesses who may have
had the opportunity to observe the vehic:a used by the
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perpetrator. Frequently these vehicles are implicated in
the commission of other crimes. Maintaining and review-
ing files of vehicles involved in the commission of all
types of crimes can produce a high payoff in rape hives-

_
tigations.

Lineups. Rape victims should be invited td attend all
lineups involving individuals who resemble their assail-
ants. Even if the participants in the lineup are not sus:
peeled of sex crimes, rape victims should be notified and
invited to attend if convenient. This technique sometimes
results in the identification of a rape suspect, and gener-
ally helps to maintain the victim's confidence in the
efforts being made by the police. Special efforts should
be made to have witnesses view every lineup including
suspected sex offenders whe match thedescription of the
individual they can identify.

Second sightings. Experienced detectives have re-
ported the value of second sightings in identifying a rape
suspect. Witnesses and victims shOuld be instructed to
make the appropriate notifications if they subsequently
sight the accused on the street or elsewhere. In addition,
it is often valuable to niake periodic visits with the victim
to locations where there is a. possibility of sighting a
suspect.

Crime analysis files. Investigators who have access to
crime analysis files maintained by their own or neighbor-
ing departments should make every effort to use this
mot= to generate pools of possible suspicts. 1 he

crime analysis units of many large police departments
will allow officers from surrounding agencies to use .their
files. Records of the locations of crimes, the addresses of
kriovin offenders, oddities, vehicles used in crimes,
weapons, stolen property, distinctive ,M.O.s, "meet
names" ("monikers")., aliases, and many other files
which can help identify passible suspects are maintained
by most crime analysis units.3

Informants. As fn other criminal offenses, when in-
t

jormants can _be, found, they_gcnerally prove to be very_
valuable. infnrmants. arc most often involved in cases
perpetrated by multiple offenders. HoweVer, since most
rapists are solitiry offenders who do not make the com-
mission of their crime known to others, informants are
seldom available. .

Stakeouts. From time to time, police agencies will
organize a stakeout to apprehend an individual suspected
of rape. This technique is usually of benefit only in
situations involving. multiple offenses apparently perpe-
trated by the same individual. All stakeouts require the
expendit!.-- bf a significant Amount of resources. The
probability of producing positive results using a stakeout
increases according to the regularity with which offenses
are attempted, and the precision with which, the location,
of any future offenses can be predicted. Unless these
factors can he determined with a high degree of accu-

racy, stakeouts to ap
not prove to 17 high

Decoys. Th deplo
nique sometime\ used t
technique is subject to
for the use of stitieoets.
the decoys are exposed
though this techniclue may
producing positive results,

rehend an accused rapist usually do
successful.
mcnt of decoys is another tech-

apprehend a pattern rapist. This
same limitations as described
addition, the danger to which
an added disadvantage. Al-

ave a greater potential for
it too should be avoide.d

except in extraordinary situa ons.
Arranged meetings. Rapists can sometimes be arrested

through the stakeout of an arranged meeting between the
accused and the victim. At the time of the crime, some
perpetrators ask their victims for dates or otherwise at-
tempt to arrange future meetings. In these cases, victims
frequently agree to the plan proposed by the accused to
facilitate their, release. Whenever vict'.ns seem emotion-
ally strong enough to do so, they should be asked to keep
such appointments so stakeout officers can arrest the
accused. .

Recenf arrests. Many rapists are repeat offenders. The
arrest of one suspect can sometimes clear several cases.
Whenever an individual is arrested for rape, a review of
all open cases should be made to determine if the arrestee
can be charged with additional offenses. Police agencies
in neighboring jurisdictions may benefit through the ex-
change of Information on Individuals arrested for- rape.
Establishing procedures to facilitate this is another form
of intra-agency cooperation which cahelp to clearmore
rape cases. In addition, suspects arrested for offenses
like prowling or window peeping as well as other violent
crimes should be investigated for possible involvement
in rape offenses.

Third-party reports. Third-party reports are unofficial
rape complaints made to police agencies through third
parties by victims who do not wish to be identified.
These reports are usually conveyed throtigh an estab--
lished channel like a localsape_crisis line or victim
services organization. Experienced sex crimes detectives
have indicated that third-party reports are rarely of any
value in identifying possible suspects in rape cases. Par-
ticipation in a third-party reporting system, however,
usually has a positive influence on a department's com-
munity relations?

8.3 Confirming the Identification of
Arrestees

Once a pool of possible suspects (or a specific suspect)
has bjen identified, ii is necessary to develop sufficient
evidence to prove which, if any, of the suspected indi-
viduals actually perpetrated the offense under investiga-
tion. Many techniques may be used to accomplish this.
In some instances such proof may be achieved exclu-
sively through the use of physical evidence, In others it
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may be achieved through-the use of testimonial evidence
alone. In all instances, the more evidence of identity that
is developed, the stronger the case. Investigators should
therefore attempt to develop all possible evidence to
proi,e, the identity of the perpetrator..

Sortie of the identity evidence in rape cases will pro- .

vide direct proof of the identity of the perpetrator of
the offense. Other evidence will only help to reduce
doubt. The purpose of some evidence will be to eliminate
certain suspects or exculpate Others. Regardless of its
pulp:lie, all identity evidence should be thotoughly de-
veloped and evaluated for its potential use in the prosecu-
tion of the case. The following are various techniques
which can be used to prove identity in a rape grosecu-
lion.

Fin-lerprints. As in other criminal proceedings, fin-
gerprints can pro ride indisputable evidencejOf identity.
When indicated by the cireuinstancesof the case, thor-
oughness dictates that rape crime scenes should be proc-.
essed for the presence of latent fingerprints. Failure to do
so could introduce a substantial amount of doubt in the
minds of a judge or jury as to the validity of other
identification evidence. However, experience has shown
that few useable fingerprints are ever found at the scene
of stranger-to-stranger rape cases, and even fewer sus-
pects are ever identified through the use of these.finger-
prints.

The primary use of fingerprints in a rape piosecution is
to prove a ease against a suspect identified through other
means; rather than to identify possible suspects. In some
cases, this proof is constituted by finding the 4ngewrints
of the accused at the crime scene, the location of initial
contact, or some other significant place. In other cases,
this proof is established th ugh the discovery of_ the
victim's fingerprints in the pect's vehicle, residence,

or some other location unde his control. ,
Some crime laboratories ave established procedures

for lifting latent fingerprints from the body surfaces of
living, victims. These ploce ures involve special tech -_
niques 'using iodine vapor.4 uch advanced techniques

I
are neither widely available not applicable in every case.

t, When such procedures are, available, investigator'
. -

'should see to it that the proper steps are taken to avoid
damaging the impressions which might be lifted from the
victim's skin. I

When obtaining fingerprint evidence, officers should
always be aware of their impact on victims. For exam-
ple, most citizens are very aware that police procedures
usually include searching for fingerprints. If this is not
done, rape victims wonder why; they may even feel that
the failure to look for fingerprints is an indication that
officers do not believe them. When a victim's home is
dusted for fingerprints, officers should be careful to clean
up after themselves. If usable fingerprints are found, it is

necessary to obtain a set of the victim's fingerprints. This
should be done so as to cause a minimum of inconven-
ience to the victim. Whenever fingerprints are obtained
from a victim, great care should be taken to treat her
respectfully and avoid making her feel like a crin.:nal. If
attempts ate made to lift impressions left by the accused
on the victim's body surfaces, all involved personnel.
should make a 4onsciotts effort to pieserve bath the
victim's modesty and her dignityshe should never be
made to feel that she is just one more piece devidence.

Blood.: ping. Most police personnel are aware of the
investigative uses of blood types determined from blood
samples loated atihe scene of a crime. In rape cases,
blood types take onaft added significance because they
can be determined from the samples of the semen, saliva,
and other body fluids of the 80 percent of the population
known as "secreters"2 Thus, the perpetrator's blood
type can usualtrlilifetermined by analyzing specimens
from the victim's vagina. Although ABO blood type
cannot be used to identify an individual to the exclusion
of all others, it can be used to eliminate suspects either
because they. are not secreters, or because their, blood
type does not match that of the perpetrator. In all cases,
but especially those involving rare blood typei, such
evidence can provide convincing proof to help reduce the
amount of doubt in the minds of a judge or jury. To
ensure the fullest potential use of this type of evidence,
investigators should determine the capabilities of their
own crime ,laboratories in identifying and typing (1)
stains on bite marks and items of physical evidence, and
(2) vaginal specimens. In- addition, when collecting
items to be processed for the presence of blood type
secretions/ investigators must be very careful not to con-
taminate specimens with oils from their own hands.

Hairs. Hairs can be of potential evidentiary value in
rape cases.' Like certain other types of evidence, most of
the information obtainable through the analysis of hairs
is generic data which cannot be used tb identify an

_Individual ,to the exclusion of all others,t_However,in
cases involving victims who never saw their assailant,
this could be the-only description information available.

.Bedcovers and clothing are the, two most common
sources of hair evidence. When collecting same to be
processed for the presence of hairs, officers should take
great care to roll and fold items so as not to dislodge any ,

hairs which might be adhering to them. in cases involv-
ing the arrest of a suspect who,has not had the opportu-
nity to wash, his body. should be examined for the
presence of the victim's hairs. Depending on local pro-
cedures, arresting officers might he required to undertake
this task themselves, or more commonly, they must
request jailers to make this inspection.

Pollens, soils, fibers, and stains, Evidence derived
from the presence of pollens, soils, fibers, or stains on
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various items belonging to either the suspect or the vic-
tim, is frequently underutilized. This is generally,a result
Of the limited resources available for the analysis of
physical evidence. Although it is preferable to avoid
-fishing expeditions, when there is a good reason to be-
lieve that evidence of this type is available, every effort
should be made to colleit it. .

Miscellaneous lejiliaken evidence. In some cases,
convincing evidence has resulted from analysis of items
either left at or taken from the scene of a crime by either
the perpetrator or the victim. Buttons from either the
victim's or the suspea's clothing are sometimes found at
the venue of the offense or in vehicles used during the
crime. Matches and matchbooks, cellophane strips re-
moved when opening a package of cigarettes, or articles
of clothing either taken from or left at the scene of a
crime can help to prove the perpetrator's identity. Fre-
quently, individuals.committing multiple rapes will col-
lect items of their victims' clothing. When possible, the
residences, vehicles, and places of employment of sus-
pects shituld be searched for concealed items which may
have been taken from victims or inadvertently left at
crime scenes. . .

Castings and impressions. Occasionally, perpetrators
leave footprints or tire tracks at the scene of a crime.
When available, these can provide valuable evidence of

- identification. In rapes involving breaking and entering,
impressions left by tools used tb force open doors or
windows should not be overlooked. In all cases involv-
ing forcible entry, rape detectives should consider titiliz-

-

e
.

ing the same techniques as would be appropriate in a
burglary investigation.

Lineups. 'The live lineup is the most commonly used
technique for obtaining a positive visual identification of
the individual accused of a rape. Experience has shown
that while victims sometimes fail to identify their assail;
ant, especially if a substantial amount of time has elapsed
since they were raped, they rarely identify the wrong
person in a lineup. In states where they are legal, photo
lineups are also effective. Frequently photo lineups are
especially useful during the preliminary stages of case
development because they require so little preparation
compared to live lineups. --'

8.4 Summary
To obtain' a Conviction for any type orcrime, the

.accused must be apprehended and positively identified.
Various techniques for apprehending fleeing assailants,
generating pools of possible suspects, and confinning the
identification of arrestees are particularly useful in rape
cases. The success of many of these techniques is largely
dependent upon cooperation and input of patrol officers.
Improved communications between patrol and investiga-
tive personnel is frequently necessary to effect the arrest
and conviction of accused rapists, The collection of evi-
dence to establish the identity of a suspect is a vital part
of the cooperative involvement needed in all rape cases.
It is particularly important when the accused is,likely to
offer a defense based on the victim's inability to identify
him. :
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CHAPTER 9. TECHNIQUES F0,1 PROVING LACK OF VICTIM
CONSENT

Lack of victim consent is the most difficult element r
prove in the majority of rape prosecutions. In rape cases
involving priiiiples who are known to each other/ a
defense based on consent should' always be expected. In
rapes which involve strangers, variations of the colisent
defense are also common. Specifically, an accusedrapist
may (I) claim that he is being falsely accused by a
prostitute attempting to extort an additional payment, (2)
insist that the victim precipitated the crime by hitchhik-
.ing or other cisk-taking behavior, or (3) try to escape
censure by impugning the victim's chastity> It is the
responsibility of the sex crimes investigator to close off
all these defenses by developing the maximum possible
evidence to-prove that the sex acts in question were
committed without the victim's consent.

- Victim Statement
The primary means of establishing lack of consent is

the statement provided by the victim. In strangergo-
stranger crimes, the victim's .ladk of consent is often
obvious'from the circumstances Of the crime. However,
the existence of this element must still be corroborated.
When the victim knows her assailant, much more evi-
dence must be developed to prove lack of consent. In all
cases, investigators should concentrate on obtaining (1)
evidence to prove the presence of force or coercion. and
(2) evidence showing the victim resisted or attempted to
escape.

Force and coercion. The details of any force or coer-
cion used against the victim should be documented in her
formal statement. In addition, the-setting-of the crime
should be described to demonstrate any advantage the
perpetrator may have gained as a result of geographical
isolation or surprise. The presence of accomplices or
accessories should be documented, as should' the vet--
batim contents of threats made against the victim. The
victim's statement should also contain a description of
any strong-arm force or weapons used against her.

Resistance atid escape. Most courts consider the vic-
tim's resistance and attempts' to escape to be persuasive
evidence of lack of consent. The victim's statement
should detail (1) all of her attempts to resist verbally
including persuasion and shouting for help, (2) every
type of physical resistance she used, especially any
Weapons employed against the perpetrator, and (3) any
attempts the victim may have made toescape. In addition

to a description of the resistance and escape attempts
-made by the *dm, investigators should also document
reasons why. such efforts were not attempted or con-
tinued. Documenting both what kinds of resistance were
provided, as well as the kinds that were not, may help to
avoid problems during crass - examination.'

9.2 Medical Evidence of Force
The most Eerstiasive proof of lack of victim consent is

generally medical evidence of force like cuts, oruises,
swelling, and other injuries. Most of this evidence is in
the form of testimony provided by the medical personnel
who treat the victim for her injuries. In particular, the
physician who examines the victim is usually the source

.or themajo'r portion of such evidence.
Physical iewntination. When a rape victim is trans-

ported to a medical facility she should receive more than
a pelvic-examination. She should be examined from head
to toe for injuiies and signs of force. Even the slightest
cub and bruises should be reported by the examining
physician. In addition, experienced medical personnel
may be able to provide testimony from the condition of
the victim's pubic area reganiing the force used.

Photographs. At the time of trial, color photographs
of the victim's injuries have a major impact in proving
lack of consent. Injuries that are visible at the time of the
examination will generally disappear before the case is
prosecuted. In addition, some injuries may not become
apparent until two or thite days After the rape. In all
cases involving physical abuse, permission from victims
should be sought to make arrangements for appropriate-- -

personnel to take color pictures of their injuries. Prefera-
bly, injuries should be photographed both at the time of
the victim's physical examination and again after bruises
have become more visible.

9.3 Crime Scene Evidence
The crime scene often yields excellent evidence of

lack of consent. In some cases the location of the crime
scene may help convince a jury of the victim's lack of
consent. In many cases, the condition of the crime scene
and items of physical evidence can be used to establish
the existedce of this element.

Signs of a struggle. In all cases involving victimswho
report resisting their assailant, crime scenes should be
examined for signs of a struggle. In many instances, such
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Ievidence is high! obvious. In other case, especially
those involving of ense committed in ve cles or out-
of-doors; signs of a struggle are more difficu t to discern.
1Whenever it is ava table, evidence of a st ggli should
;be photographed ill. use at trial.

1

1 Torn clothing. Torn or stretched clothing constitutes
excellent evidence of force. hems of damaied clothing
lhould, always -be collected as evidence of lack of con-
lent. In addition, clothes belonging to the accused may

1

also be damaged by the _victim. If circurasiances so
indicate, iindicate, appropriate steps should be taken Jo recoveritems., :items of toil) clothing beloniing to the suspect.
w1 Weapons. Efforts should always be made to locate any
eapons used during-a rape. This includes items which

may have been used as an improvised weapon either by
th6acc'used or by the victim in defense oferself. Ob-

letts thrown during a struggle should not be overlooked.

tblaadstalas. Bloodstains at the scene of the crime,
have an obvious value as evidence of physical force. Inhave

the clothing of the accused, and even his vehi-
cli and residence, should also be searched for blood-

_
stams if the victim reports that there were injuries to
either herself or the assailant..4-:,

Bindings or Blindfolds. If the victim was bound or tied
in iny way, an attempt to recover the bindings should be
made. Frequently rapists will cover their. victim's eyes.
Iterlis used for this purpose should also be collected as
evislence. When victims are interviewed regarding the
possible existence of such evidence, officers should ex-
plain the value of these items in the prosecution of the
accused. In addition, if articles used to bind orblindfold
the victim are her personal property, her permission to
i pound them as evidence should be obtained as a cour-
ie y.,

...

9 4 Testimonial Evidence

i
Witnesses are often valuable sources of proof of lack

o victim consent. Besides testimony from the physician
Or examines the victim, other witnesses may be able to

__corrohorate_the use of force against the victim or other-
wi6 help establish her lack of consent. Maximizing the
sources of testimony regarding this element will help
investigators develop cases which can be successfully
prosecuted.

Fresh-con:plaint witnessesi Fresh-complaint witnesses
(also known as res gestae or,' 'hue-and-ay" witnesses),
are individuals to whom victims first report being raped.
The existence of an immediate report by a rape victim is
evidence of lack of consent. Victims should always be
interviewed regarding the first person they told about
biir raped: These individuals should then be identified
and located as potential fresh-complaint witnesses.

Nice personnel. The first police personnel to hare
contact with the victim are almost always able to provide
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testimony which.can help to prove lack of consent. For
exampleoape recordi gs.of the victim's report to com-
munications personnel re the source of much persuasive
evidence regarding t element of consent. Testimony
from the.fiist patrol officers at the crime scene regarding
the victim's physical appearance and apparent emotional
condition is fraptently under :utilized. Police procedures
should ensure information regarding a victim's physical
and emotional condition is recorded as part of the initial
complaint. In addition, the personnel who made these
observations shoUld be called upon-for testimony at the -

time of trial. 4

Corroborating witnesses: Any number of individual's
may be able to help corroborate the victim's lack of
consent. Attempts should be made to locate witnesses
who heard screams, items being broke , or other sounds
of a struggle..Ifospital ,personnel can requendy testify
regarding the victim's physical appe ranee. Evidence
technicians can be called upon to desc "be the condition
of the crime scene as well as their e idence-gathering
activities. Service 'people who repaired broken windows
or other property damaged during the as ult may be able
to provide relevantltestimciny regarding,, force. Occasion-
ally, witnesses can be located who actually observed the
victim struggling with the perpetrator. In addition,
statements from the victim and any available witnesses
regarding attempts by the accused to escape from the
crime scene can sometimes be used to help establish lack
of consent in the minds of the court or jury because flight
can be construed to be an indication of culpability and
criminal intent:

Investigators. Investigators should not ,underestimate
the value of their own testimony regarding the victim's
lack of consent. In -addition to information regarding
evidence they gather to establish this element, inves-
tigators can testify regarding the victim's physical ap-
pearance and- emotional condition. Their comments
regarding the victim's demeanor during the investigation
and especially at the time of follow-up interviews can be
most convincing evidence regarding the victim's lack of
consent. ,

9,5 Other Evidence of Lack of Consent
Investigators should always be alert for the existence

of evidence to help prove lack of consent. Careful con-
sideration of the victim's initial statement regarding the
assault may suggest the existence of some unusual piece
of evidence relating to this element.: For example, the
victim might report that the perpetrator tore some hair
from her head, or, that she was able to scratch the assail-
ant. Signs of these injuries might be discovered at the
scene of the crime or on the perpetrator's body if he is
arrested promptly. Moreover, physical evidence of these
injuries like a wad of torn scalp hair or epithelial cells'
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under the victim's fingernails may also be available. In ,

addition, circumstances might exist which would help
convince the jury of the victim's lack of consent. InLall
cases investigators should be mindful of the possible
existence of. unusual evidence to help establish lack of
consent.

9.6 Summary
Obtaining evidence to establish lack of victim consent

is often the most difficult task in a rape investigation.
Much of the most valuable.evidence of lack of consent

e- can be.collected only at the time of the victim's initial

..

report. Investigating officers have a vital role in the
pteservation.and collection of this evidence: Some evi-
dence relating to lack of consent Is. contained in state-
ments made to patrol :officers' during their initial
response. Much of the most valPit.ble evidepce to estab-
fish lack of consent comes from medical sources. Evi-
dence frctia the crime scene, which sometimes includes
unusual items suggested by the victim's initial statement;
is always indispensable to the establishment of lack of
consent. The testimony of various witnesses can also be
very iniportant to proving this element.

. NOTES

"I For a description of the "frozen4right reaction" displayed by
some rape victims and an excellent discussion of passive resistance, see
Martin Symonds, "The Rape Victim: Psychological Patterns of Re..

a... .. ,......
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sponse," The American Joanr! of Psychoanalysis. 36, No. 1 (Spring.
1976). 27-34.
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CHAPTER 10:OTHER INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

The investigation of rape cases requires much more
than'the development of evidence to peiie-
tration, the identification of the perpetrat r, and lack of
victim consent. Many of the tasks performed by sex
crimes investigators involve general police procedures

, which are applicable to other cases' besides rape. The
purpose of this.chapter is resent some of the other
techniques which may be of g raletsistance to inves-
tigators handling rape cases.

10.1 Case Management
The efficient management of individual investigations

significantly contributes to the achievemeni of positive
results. All criminal investigations require some degree
of organization. In large

per

that receive hun-
dreds of rape complaints per Year; individual investiga.
tors are assigned Many rape cases. In these departments;

detectives are usually required to conduct more than one
. rape investigation at a time. However, in smaller agen.
des, otherduties generally place a substantial demand on
investigators' time. Caseload pressures and conflicting
demands require investigators in departments of all sizes
to organize their time. Experienced investigators utilize
many devices to help maximize their own personal effi-
ciency.

Paperwork. Investigators devote a significant portion
of their working time to the completion-cf official pa-
perwork..One of the best ways to manage paperwork is
to keep it uptodate. Maintaining good records and notes,:
also helps. Another useful device involves maintaining
up-to-date summaries of each active case. The prepara-
tion of complete reports is essential to the success of
investigations. However, investigators should make
every effort to minimize the time which must be devoted

------to paperwork.
Communications with victims. Maintaining. good

'communications with victims and important witnesses
generally contributes to the successful outcome of all
criminal investigations. Periodically phoning these
people can be very helpful. Sometimes victims or wit-
nesses are able to provide additional information weeks,
even months after completing their formal statement.
Periodic contacts also help to maintain their interest in
proceeding with thpiosecution if the assailant is ever
apprehended. These calls also help AO keep track of any
address changes which might be made. Victims are al-
war interested in the progress of their cases. Notifying
them of developments in the investigation is almost al-

. . .
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ways appreciated. in addition, it is. a good policy to
notify victims and witnesses when-the active investiga-
tion of it case has been terminated.

Qbtaining current addresle.T. Frequently investigators
need the current address of victims, witnesses; or named
suspects.,If this information is not available from police
records, many other resources cad be utilized..Some of
these sources. may not be able to release any of their
records without a court order. However, many of the
Agencies that can ad will provide information to police
investigators are:

(1) victim services oiginizations;
(2) state motor vehicle departments;
(3) United States Postal Service (for official
change of address information);
(4) telephone, electric, and gas companies as
well as other public utilities;
(5) credirbureaus, banks, and other financial
institutions; .

,(6) Aid to Dependent Children, Unemploy-
ment Compensation, and other-public assist-
ance agencies;
(7) probations parole, and prison authorities
(these sources can usually provide the current
whereabouts of individuals as well as informs-
don concerning their friends and associates);
and
(8) alimony collection offices .(these bureaus
may be able to provide informatibn on both
child support recipients, and those who are
paying it even if they have fled to another
state).

.

10.2 klentifyilg Possible Suspects
In rape cases involving unknown assailants, the most

difficult task facing the police is identifying a suspect.
Many techniques for ddrig this require a substantial

--records basefrom-which-a poit of possible suspects can
be generated. However, most police agencies receive
comparatively_ few rape reports.-For this reason, many of
the standard techniques for generating suspects may not
be practical.' The following techniques for identifying

-suspects should be of particular value to investigators
who do not handle a large number of rape cases.

Law enforcement, assistance. Investigators can fre-
quently obtain valuable assistance from other law en-
forcementagencies. Many large departments will allow
police personnel from neighboring jurisdictions to utilize
their specialized resources. Most sex crimes unit detec-
tives encourage the mutual exchange ofmodus operandi
and suspect information. Investigative consultation is

50.
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almost always available from county or state law en-
forcement agencies. In addition, investigators should
maximize the information they exchange with personnel
in their.own departments. Officers investigating rapes
and other sex crimes should be aware of one another's

,c: 4S as well as those being handled by detectives who
specialize in other types of crimes. Rapists frequently
commit many different offenses and often have long and

- varied arrest records.
L General investigative techniques. Some of the tech-

niques used in ripe cases are applicable only to investiga-
tions involving sex crimes. However, many investigative
techniques used in rape cases are nothing more than
general police procedures. Investigators who are not
highly experienced in. handling sex crimes may benefit
from using the general procedures with which they are
the most familiar. Indeed, identifying suspects in a rape
involving an unknown assailant requires many of the
same techniques used in a robbery or burglary investiga-
tion.

Stolen property trace. Malty stranger-to4tranger rape
cases involve some type of theft. In these cases," the

. .

"stolen property may provide a valuable clue to the iden-
tity of the accused. Whenever theft is committed in
conjunction with a rape, investigators should be aware of
the possibility of being able to identify a possible Suspect
by tracing the stolen property. Frequently, items stolen
during a rape provide the only good lead to the identity of
the perpetrator. -

"Legwork ". Regardless of the level of experience in
handling rape cases, legwork is one technique that is
alWays of great assistance. Rape investigations are al-
ways difficult. Sex offenses are very complicated crimes.
Identifying unknown assailants, proving lack of consent,
and locating corroborating witnesses are time-consuming
and demanding tasks. As with many Other types of crim-
inal investigation, legwork is one of the detective's most
valuable tools.

10.3 Developing Cases for Prosecution
Following the positive identification of the accused

rapist by the victim, investigators must develop their
cases for prosecution. Preparing a case for prosecution
involves many administrative tasks. Before investigators
present their cases to the prosecutor it is necessary to
insure that all of these tasks have been performed. In
some jurisdictions, prosecutors become involved early,
while in others they, an not consulted until the case is
ready to be filed. In either instance, the following are
some of the issues which should be considered during the
latter stages of the case development,

Arrest of the suspect. If the suspect has not already
been taken into custody, he must be located and arrested.
Whenever possible these arrests should be made with

warrants. Once a warrant has been obtained, the accursed
may or may not be easily found. Assistance locatillg and .
arresting the 'suspect is usually available from parr!
personnel. Makin! arrests with the assistance of uni-
formed officers has many benefits. These amsts are
usually safer. Individuals who do resist are much more
likely to be convicted of that charge if they are arrested
by uniformed -officers. In addition, investigators ran
often improve the cooperation they receive from patrol
by working with uniformed officers when making ar-
rests. In particular, the officers who took the initial rape
report or the officers in whose patrol area the suspect
resides wi l probably be especially interested in par-
ticipating i the arrest

Alibis. One a suspect h s been identified, an attempt
should be mad to obtain a s tement as soon as possible.
As with other offenders, m t accused rapists arc not
particularly willing to provid statements. Frequently.,
good results can be obtained by e laimng.to the accused,
that any exculpatory evidence he provide will ,freei
him from. thy further\ suspicion i t can be verified.
Should the accused provide an alibi, it should be thOr-,
oughly investigated..befe he has the opportunity to
perfect his story or coordinate it with any of his friends.
Especially with complex alibis involving many as-
sociates of the accused, one of the most successful tactics
is to identify the weakest link in the suspect's story and
concentrate on breaking it

iPolygraph examinations. The use of polyg,rtaph or
psychological stress evaluator examinations in rape cases
is a matter of controversy. Some police a'epartments
prohibit the Jig of lie detector examinations for rape
victims. In other jurisdictions, a rape case has` little
chance of being filed lithe victim does not submit to and
pass a polygraph examination. Most experienced rape
detectives consider: polygraph examinations to be noth-
ing more than investigative tools because they are not
admissible as evidence. Although polygraph Examina-
tions for both principals in cases involving consent may
be of some value, as a matter of policy, rape victims
should never be required to submit to u lie detector test.

Criminal records. The accused's criminal record
should be included as part of the case file presented to the
prosecutor. In addition, any parole and previous proba-
tion reports should also he obtained. To avoid the possi-
bility of a surprise move by the defense, investigators
should also check the arrest record of rape victims. The

"existence of a criminal record should never be cause to
doubt the victim. However, if a victim has been previ-
ously arrested, the prosecutor should be made fully
aware of this fact.

10.4 Summary
Success in the investigation of rape reports requires
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more than techniques to prove the basic elements of the
crime. Other kinds of investigative skills and procedures
are also necessary. Some of these involve manage-
ment of cases, maintaining the cooperation of victims,
and obtaining the current addresses of various individ.
als. In addition, investigators must be familiar with other
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general techniques for identifying possible suspecti and
developing cases for prosecution. Sex crimes inves-
tigators should be familiar with the techniques to'prove
the elen.ents of.rape as web as with other procedures
equally applicable in all criminal investigations.
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CHAPTER 11. PROSECUTION PROCEDURES

The involvement of investiptorsis required at several
different phases in'the prosecution of rape cases: Once
Cases are Tully prepared, they must be presented iq the
prosecutor's office to be considered for filing. After
casts are filed; investigators are normally involved in
some type of pretrial hearing. Once a. defendant is
bound over for trial, it is possible that there will be
additional hearings held on the case, and it is likely the
defendant's attorney will offer a plea to some lesser
charge.

The level of investigator's involvement t each of
these stages, and during any trials which may actually
take place, depends on the amount of assistance theycan
and will provide to prosecutors. Expert investigators who
-are concerned about the outcome of their cases can pro:
videinvaluable assistarice, to the deputy prosecutors. The
extent of their partnership with prosec,utors is largely
dependent upon the amount" of interest they express.
Investigators who are well - prepared and exhibit sibstan-
tial interest in the progress of their caps will normally
have a Much larger role in prosecti..ong than those who
curtail their involvement -as soon as the case is filed.
Investigators who want a signifitant role in the prosecu-
tion of their cases should make every effort to maximize
that involvement at each stage of, the prosecutory
precesi.

11.1 Case Preparation
Thorough case preparation is vital to the success of the

prosecution process. For example, investigators should
ensure that their cases are in the format required by the
prosecutor's office and that any special forms have been
filled out. A good device to help organize the preparation.
of cases is a filing checklist like the one shown below.
When developipg such checklists, -an attempt should be

-made to include'all the items that will be evaluated by the
prosecutor resposible for making the filing decision.
Regardkss of whidevices are used' to prepare cases,
certain documents must be part of tire file presented to
the prosecutor who evaluates the case.

Statements. The case file should always include.th1
victim's formal statement and those, of all fresh.
complaint witnesses. If the accused provides any state
meats they should be included in the file. Any victim
advocates involved in the case should be asked to supply
statements for the case file, Statements from eyewit.
iresses, and any other individuals who can attest to the
victim's" emotional condition following her attack of
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otherwise corroborate the facts of the case, should also
be included.

Reports. All official reports relating to the case must
be part of the file.reviewed by the prosecutor. The report
completed by' he patrol officers who conducted the ini-
tial investigation should be included and contain their
observations of the victim's physical appearance and
emotional' condition at the time, of her complaint.
Follow-up reports, medical examination fOrms,' and
forensic reports should also be included. An inventory of
physical evidence and a roster of witnesses should be
pert of the case file. In addition, copies of affidavits for
warrants as well as the warrants, advisement forms
(Miranda .warnings), criminal- record reports, lineup

lidentification forms, and Any other official reports relat-.
ing to the case should all be included in the fife presented
to the prosecutor.

FILING CHECKLIST

Case Number*
Date Presented:

A: Statements

Patrol Offica(s)
Fresh-Complaird Wit-

ness
Defendant

B. Reports
Initial Report Form

Follow-Up Reports
Medical Exantinition
Form

Formic Tests Reports
Evidence Inventory

Witness Roster
Affidavits for Warrants

C. Exhibits
__Clothing of Victim
Clothing of Defendant

Diagram of Crime Scene
Crime Scene Pictures

Victim:
Accused:

Victim Advocate
Eyewitnesses
CorrolioratingWimesses
Medical Personnel
Others

Warrants
.Advisement Forms

(Miranda Warnings)
Criminal Records Re-

ports
Lineup Idemilication

Forms
_Other Reports

Phiaograpiks of V.ictie
Injuries

Other Physical Evidence

Exhibits. The case file should also include any photo-
graphs or drawings that will be presented at the, trial.
Most often, these exhibits include drawings of the crime
gene., crime scene photographs, and any available pic-
tures of the victim's injuries. In addition, the file should
include information on any other photographs or exhi bits
which might be available for the trial .
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11.2 Filing Decision
Once cases are fully prepared and in the proper for-

mat, they must be presented to the prosecutor's office for
a filing decision. Regardless of whether this.decision is
made by a special filing deputy, a trial deputy, or a
particular prosecutor assigned to handle all rape cases,
investigators can have a significant role in this decision.
At the time investigators present cases for filing, they
know more about them than anyone else. The additional
information they have and the guidance they can give is
of great potential value to the prosecutor. However, if

iinvestigators are ill- prepared to discuss their cases or if
thbir advice continually proves to be faulty, prosecutors
will lose confidence in them. When presenting a case for
filing, investigators should anticipate the topics the pros-
ecutor will want to discuss and prepare accordingly.

Case Summary. At the prosecutor's office, laves-
Itigators should be prepare to present a short, concise
summary of the case. Having this case summary in
writing may be a added help to the prosecutor. As part
of the summary, investigators should be prepared to give
an opinion as to the appropriate charges that should be
filed. The prosecutor will want to know how the facts of
the case meet each element of the crime to be charged. In
addition, the prosecutor will be interested in, teaming
what evidence is available to prove each element. In-
vestigators should have this information immediately
accessable.

Strengths and weaknesses. Investiga tors sh ould be
prepared to render an opinion as to the strengths and
weaknesses of the case. They should discuss whickele-
meats would be the easiest to prove, and which would be
the most difficult. If they are aware of any technical'
problems or legal defects with the case, they should
make them immediately known to the prosecutor: Inves-
tigators should consider the credibility of all of the wit-
nesses who might be called to testify, including any
known rebUttal or alibi witnesses. Investigators should
present all the evidence which relates to the case, and
avoid any unprofessional remarks which might reflect on
them, their department, or the victim.

tkeiding factors. Many factors contribute to the deci-
'sion to file a case. The prosecutor's first concern ,s the
existence of the elements of the crime and sufficient
evidence to prove each of them. The credibility of the
victim must also be considered. A pre-Ming interview
with-the prosecutor is frequently of great assistance in
evaluating this factor. Prosecutors must also ensure that
cases arc free from technical defects because searches,
seizures, the chain of custody of physical evidence, the
sufficiency of probable cause for the defendant's arrest,
the advisement of rights, etc., will all be closely
examined by the defense. Investigators should discuss
each of these factors with the prosecutor. They should be
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prepared to provide their professional opinions regarding
whether the case should 6e filed. These opinions are
especially important, particularly if the prosecutor has
not, had the opportunity- to evaluate the effectiveness of
the victim as a witness. If the case is accepted for filing,
detectives should be wilting to (I) undertake any addi-
tional investigation that might kill be necessary, and (2)
comply with the demands of the ensuing judicial pro-
ceeding. If the case is not accepted, investigators should
make certain that they understand why further prosecu-
tion is not possible so that similar difficulties can be
avoidecron future eases...v

....T.

11.3,Pre-trial Hearings
In most jurisdictions some type of pre-trial hearing is a

necessary part of the prosecution process. In a few areas,

cases can be filed directly into a-trial court. However, as
a general rule, investigators should expeit a pre-trial
hearing of some type to take place. In a few states the
prosecution may choose whether a grand jury proceeding
or preliminary, hearing will be held. When this option is
available, a grand jury proceeding is the preferred type of
hearing becaive. witnesses are not subjected to cross -
examination. In addition, hearim pka change of venue,
the suppression of evidence, pre-trial motions, and other
topics might also be held., Investigators are frequently
subpenaed to testify at these hearings. When this occurs,
investigators should contact the prosecutor handling the
case to coordinate the testimony that will be needed.

11.4 Plea Negotiations
Plea negotiations are a normal part of.the prosecution

process in almost every jurisdiction. These proceedings
aresometimes concluded by the involved attorneys with-
out consulting- any of the other interested parties. When
plea bargains are likely to be Offered, investigators
should make their views on the advisability of accepting
a plea known to the prosecutor. It must be recognized
that investigators will be consulted-in decision-making
only if they express interest, concern and expertiseIn
addition, rape victims should always be included in deci-
sions which affect their cases.

11.5 Trial Procedures
Investigators who wish to continue their involvement

in the prosecution process should make that fact known
to the, prosecutor handling their cases. -Investigators
should remain in contact with prosecutors and make
themselves available to assist with trial preparation. In-
deed, investigators can often make a, significant contribu-
tion to the organization of the prosecution's case. On the
day of trial, investigators can be of special help. For
example, when they bring physical evidence and other
displays to court, investigators should arrange the vari-
ous items so the prosecutor can find them. In most
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jurisdictions, the prosecutor may have the Investigator
(or any one other witness) sit, at the counsel table
throughout the -trial. Depending on court rules, local
custom, :Ind the prosecutor's style, Investigators can take
an active ,role in the trial. However, as in other phases of

. ..the, process, unless investigators make their interests
known and their assistance available, their potential in-

. 4olvtment in the prosecution of their cases will not be
'tally. schieied.

1 1.6 Summaty
Mr 4; prosecutors believe investigators have no
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further interest in cases once they have been presented
for filing. Investigators who wish to be involved in the
prosecution process must make kifis fact known to the
prosecutors with whom they work."1-fowever, in addition
to making their interest known, investigators must also
prove they can be of genuine assistance. Investigators
will not normally be included in the prosecution process
Unless they are consistently well prepared and available
to assist when called upon to do so.
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CHAPTER 12. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OUTSIDE
ORGANIZATIONS-

The successful investigation andirosecution ofraPe
cases* requires the cooperation of many organizations
besides the pollee department and the proiecutor's
office. The -formal policies regulating the tasks ,per-
formed by the involved organikations are determined by
various administrators. However, sex crimes inves-
tigators deal with outside organizations on aday-to-day
basis. Therefore, investigators must (I) understand the
operation of these organizations, (2) attempt to work
effectively 'with representatives of outside groups, and
(3) provide input to superiors regarding the possibility of
improving cooperation with onside agencies.

12.1 Offico of the Prosecuting Attonioy
Sex crimes investigators and deputy prosecutors must

interact frequently during-the course of a rape investiga-
tion: Effective cooperation between these groups,is im-
portant to the successful prosecution ofall cases. Good
cooperation on tape cases is espdcially important because
of the seriousness .and complexity of this offense. De-
veloping good relationships with the prosecutor's office
requires an understanding of, the problems experienced
by both groups as well as some of the potential solutions
to these problems. *

Common Complaints. Police and prosecutors have
voiced diary complaints' about one another. Many of
these criticisms may be endemic to all policeithcsecutor
relations and not specifically related to rape. Nonethe-
less, the problems that do exist can constitute a signifi-
cant impedinient to successful prosecution.-for example, I
prosecutors complain that police, are sloppy in their in-
vesdption of crimes. They point out that police often
miss imputes evidence or improperly seize, mark, or
store items ::'at are gathered. Prosecutors further point
out that police often fail to locate corroborating witnesses
or interview them' properly. In the of many .trial
deputies, investigators cannot he relied upon once a case
has been Ned.

Many police officers voice a significant amount of
criticism about the prosecutors with whom they must
work.cte detectives have argued that prosecutors re-
view stiperficially and make filing and plea bar-
-gaining decisions without consultation or regard for the
quality, of the investigation. Officers have complained
that prosecutors do not provide adequate guidance, yet it
the same time expect the police to file, perfect cases.

Patrol officers and investigators alike have complained
about the condescending attitude displayed by some
prosecutors despite the fact that police personnel -fre-
quently have more criminal justice experience.

Improving police-prosecutor relations. There are
many ways in which the relations between police and
prosecutors can be improved. Many problems can be
avoided by involving the prosecutors in the early stages
of case development. The establishment and use of
Procedures to provide round-the,clock prosecutorial don-
imitation can intercept many potential legal problems.
Formal training sessions taught by prosecutors can be
used to explain legal changes, potential defense tactics,
andpaperwork requirements. Appointing liaisons in each
agency or holdingtregular meetings helpi to improve
communications so that both groups will feel free to seek
advice or possibly provideCiaistnictive criticism. In ad-
dition, other* techniques. like the appointment of poliCe
and prosecutor liaisons, have been used to solve the
apecific problems experienced in various jurisdictionsii

Case coordination. Police and prosecutors must rec-
ognize that many problems are caused by the scheduling
confliiii which often occur. Investigators who work ir-
regular hours often have' difficulty reaching prosecutors
who must contend with the heavy demands of trial
schedules.:.Thotre is no easy solution to This problem.'.
However, investigators can minimize difficulties caused
by missed appointments and cancelled court appearances
by checking with the prosecutor's office on the day of
any scheduled meeting or court appearance.

12.2 Medical For.ilitios
The procedures used by medical facilities to treat ripe

victims are a common source of complaints from sex
crimes investigators. The inexperience of medical per-
sonnel, reluctance of physicians to become involved in
rape cases, rotation of hospital staffs,-and the long wait-
ing periods caused by the high level of demand for
medical services, all.contribute to the difficulties experi-
enced by-investigators handling rape cases. The solution
to most of these problems fall beyond the purview of sex
crimes detectives. However, by paying special attention
to tertian factors, individual investigators can maximize
the cooperation received from medical personnel.

Adherence to ,Procedures. Special procedures for
treating rape victims which include the physical exami-
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nation protocol must be established by appropriate police
and hospital officials. Once in operation, officers should
ensure that procedures are followed by themselves and
hospital personnel'alike. Neither patrol officers nor med-
ical personnel are likely to be experienced in handling
rape victims. Thus h is an important responsibility of the
investigator to make certain that all established proce-
dures are Promptly carried out. Rape victims must be
examined properly in order to establish the element of
sexual penetration. Failure ." follow established proce-
dures could result in the loss of irreplaceable evidence,
or even worse, serious damage to the victim's health

Waiting periods. The length of time victims must wait
before they receive medical treatment is a frequent
source of complaint from victims and police personnel
alike. if procedures exist which specify rape victims are
to receive priority treatment, officers should make every
effort to obtain compliance with this policy. Even under
the best of circumstances, lengthy waiting periods can be
anticipatstio least some of the...draft:Officers:cat' make a
significant contribution to the welfare of victims by try-
ing to reduce their emotional distress during waiting
periodi.

Generally, victims should not be left aloneihi.: they
are waiting for medical treatment. Even if police person-
nel are able to wait with them, victims should be asked if
they would ibie to arrange for a friend, relative, or victim
services worker to be preseht. If so, this person should be
contacted immediately. If a victim wishes to do so, one
device to help pass the time is to request her to write out
a complete account of the assault. This statement can be
of great use during the follow-up investigation, and it can
also help the victim ventilate her emotions. However, it
must be emphasized that this technique should only be
used in cases involving victims who are emotionally
stable and willing' to spend this time writing out a
statement. .

Pre-examination conference. It is desirable for the
personnel transporting the victim to the hospital to confer
wittothe examining physician prior to the 'victim's treat-
ment. Specifically, the doctor should be briefed on the
details of the crime including the sites where evidence of
sexual penetration should be sought. (If the officers ac-
companying the victim to the hospital do not have this
information, they should ask the physician to obtain it
directly from the victim.) During this conference, the
officers should also explain to the physician that a thor-
ough examination and detailed report might result in a
stipulation from the defense which eliminates the need
for a court appearance by the doctor. In addition, officers
should remain available in case they are needed for
consultation during or after the victim's treatment.

Medical evidence. The procedures established to pre-
- serve the chain of custody for items of evidence obtained.......

by. medical personnel must be scrupulously followed.
Many prosecutions have been substantially damaged by
the improper handling of evidence. The investigator
must ensure that medical evidence is properly obfained,
marked, processed, and stored.

4:

12.3 Victim Services Groups
In recent years, rape crisis lines and other types of

victim services groups hive opened in many cities.2
These organizations differ widely from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. Some victim services organizations are
sponsored by politically active community groupZwhile
others are operated with public funds as adjuncts of the

police department or prosecutor's office. Although the
characteristics of these organizations are substantially
varied, and their formal relations with police agencies
are equally diverse, some aspects of these groups are
substantially the same.

Victim support. The main purpose of victim services
groups is to provide support for women who have been
raped. If the rape victim chooses to become involved
with the criminal justice system, the rape crisis workers
can assist law enforcement in many ways. In some in-.
stances, they can act as fresh-complaint witnesses. More
commonly, these personnel become involved during the
later stages of rape cases. Under these circumstances,
their main function is to provide continuing support to
victims. They can have a major role in helping victims
overcome the effects of rape trauma syndrome. Victim
advocates can also provide more direct assistance. They
can act, as a communications link between victims and
the criminal justice system. Frequently, victim services
workers make themselves available to accompany vic-
tims to interviews with investigators and 'prosecutors,
and to court appearances. In general, they can be very
helpful in encouraging victims to continua cooperating
with criminal justice personnel during the prosecution
process. .

Referral. procedures. All victim services groups will
refer victims to the police if they wish to report being
raped. Similarly, investigators should not hesitate to
utiliie these groups to provide support and counseling for
the victims. Many victim services groups have profes-
sional staffs who counsel rape victims or provide special
training for volunteer advocates. Investigators should
recognize how potentially valuable the assistance pro-
vided by these groups can be. Every victim who is not
already in contact with a victim services group should be
provided with an appropriate referral to use as she sees
fit.

Education program. Most victim services groups con-
duct public education programs. In some communities
such programs have 'had a positive impact on citizens
who may ultimately serve as jurors assigned to hear a

,
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'rape case. These priblic education programs are also
intended to inform women about how to avoid being
victimized. In addition, to promote mutual understand-
ing and improved working relationships, police pe
nel and victim services group workers frequently provide
training sessions for one another. The rape crisis workers
assist police in improving their skills in dealing with
victims, and investigators instruct victim services volun-
teers regarding the criminal justice system.

12.4 News Media
Representatives of the various news media, particu-

larly journalists, often have a significant interest in ob-
taining -stories dealing with sex crimes. Especially in

_smaller jurisdictions where rape cases ate. "big news",
reporters are likely to be most inquisitive about sex
offenses. 'Investigators should belamiliar with, and fol-
low, their departmental procedures for dealing_with the
press. Generally speaking, all information regarding the
victim should be kept confidential. However, in some
cases, the news media can be of great assistance in
generating suspeets, especially when a series of similar
offenses.have been committed.

.

12.5 Community Groups ,

Police departments ate frequently requested to provide
personnel to speak before various community groups.
Women's cuts, school groups, neighborhood associa-
tions, and other organizations all appreciate having
police speak on thetopic of personal safety. Accepting
such engagements helps achieve the police purpose in
several ways. (1) Providing information regardini
v men's security helps reduce the crime rates. (2) Ex-
plaining criminal justice procedures often helps to dispel

_ misapprehensions about the police. (3) Such information

encourages victims to report assaults which do occur.(4)
The public image,of law enforcement is upgraded. (5) A
department's overall community relations are ,usually
improved. Whenever possible, investigators should
cooperate with efforts made to educate the public regard-
ing the prevention of rape, and the procedures estab-
lished for handling victims.

12.6 CoMmunlanlons With Supsrlors -

Investigators can help improve relations with outside
agencies by keeping their superiors informed about dif-
ficulties and recurring problems. Providing this kind of
input can also.improve both internal and external proce-
dures for handling rape cases. However, the command
structure of most police departments requires suggestions
to be submitted through channels. Although the use of
these channels often consumes a significant amount of
time, personnel are nonetheless encouraged to make their
suggestions known to their superiors.

12.7 Summary_
Establishing procedures for dealing with outside-agen-

cies falls outside the responsibility of sex crimes inves-
tigators. However, since line personnel must deal with
outside agencies on a. datto-day bast , they, have an
important role in maintaining and improving relations
with outside agencies. In particular, the procedures set
up to interface the functions of the police" with the
prosecutot's office, medical facilities, victim services
groups, and the community in general, are of special
importance, Investigators should not only make every
effort to follow procedures which have already been
established; they should also provide suggestions and
input regarding the improvement of procedures to-their
superior officers.

NOTES

I Battelle Lem and Justice Study Center, Forcible Rape: A National
Survey of the Response by Police (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern.
meet Printing Officio 1977)1 pp. 40-41. ,

I See Nations! institute for Law Enfoccanent end Criminal Justice,

4F

An Exemplary Project: A Conintaalty Response to Rape, Polk County
lestal Assault Center, Des Moines, kw (Workington, D.C: U.S.
GovemmentPririting Office, 1916).
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CHAPTER 13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Public interest in the crime-of rape has increased
dramatically in recent years. Fueled by the women's.
movement, wide media interest, and public fear regard-
ing thegeneral increase in crime and violence throughout
the nation, -many communities have exhibited a keen
interest in developing programs to improve the treatment
given rape victims. However, despite the large number
of women who report being raped each year, for the
average law enforcement agency a rape case is an int,
usual event. Although rape is a high priority crime, it is
also a low volume offense. Thus the sophisticated re-

-sponse expected -even demanded, by the" public is not
economically feasible in most ,jurisdictions The goal of
this manual is to provide. information w -Will be
useful to the .police officers called upon to investigate
rape cases regardless of the sine.ortheir departments or
the number of offenses they handle per year.

The crime of rape is "variously defined in the criminal
codes of the different states. However, all of the defini:
tires of this crime contain three common *merits which
must be proven to convict an individual of rape. In every
state,- sufficient evidence must be developed to establish
beyond a reasonable doubt the elements of .(1) sexual
penetration, (2) identity of the perpetrator, and (3) lack
of victim Consent. In conducting an investigation 'of a
rape, it is productive to conceptualize the case in terms of
the defense that would most likely be offered by the
perpetrator. Doing so directs the activities of the inves-
tigator andlacilitates the development of sufficient evi-
dence to prove the existence of the elements of the crime

More *so than with any other crime, the investigation
of rape cases should center on the victim and hir needs.
In no other offense is the psychological damage done to
the victim so profound and potentially long- lasting. In
many ways women who .report being raped are vic-
timized filst by their assailant and then by the attitudes of
society. SOcial perceptionsubout rape have caused vic-
tims to feel both humiliated and disgraced. Many people
believe that Women cannot be raped unless they "ask for
it." Despite the fact studies have shown that the over-
whelming majority. of rapes are stranger-to:stranger
crimes, this attitude persists. The total effect of being
rapetmanifests itself in many women as the rroe trauma
syndrome.Jhis is a complex emotional response which
must be completely understood by the personnel as-
signed to investigate rape cases. These detectives must
be fully conscious of the social-psychological impact of

this crime so that they can improve the:quality of their
interactions with rape victims and increase the effective-
ness of their investigations.

The initial response given to a rape report is critical to
the ultimate success of the case. The first police person- .

nel o reach' the scene of a rape complaint, have. an
indispensible role, in the investigation' Of the case. De-
pending on the seriousness of the specific offense, a rape.
investigator may enter the case immediately, or wait for
the crime report to pass through channels. Regardless of
whether the investigatorenters the case at the time
initial report, a preliminary investigati be con-
dumeaThe-resuitsof-this-preliminary investigation will
determine the course of the remainder of the case.

Interviewing is one of an investigator's most vafuable
tools. Invegigators are called upon to determine the facts
Of an incident from the perspectives provided by separate

'observers: The investigator must also obtain official
statements from all of the principals in a rape case. in-the
case ofsape victims, this task is particularly difficult. In
addition, specific techniques aft required when inter-
viewing elderly, adolescent, or child-victims.. Certain
other Methods are especially valuable when obtaining
information from witnesses and suspects. ..

The successful prosecution of a rape case is dependent
upon the value of the evidence which can be developed
to prove the existence of each element of the crime.
There are basically two types of evidence. Physical evi-
dence is constituted by the material objects which have a
value in proving facts. Testimonial evidence is consti-
tuted by the statements of witnesses who can provide
information useful. in determining the truth. Physical
evidence may be obtained from various Wadi:MS. Once
it has been located, it must t properly collected,
marked, and stored. To be of value in a prosecution,
evidence must be processed-by an expert technician.'
Testimonial evidence can also be obtained from several
sources. The use of this type of evidence is often more
necessary in rape cases than in other criminal offenses.

To obtain a conviction for rape there are special tech-
niques which can be used to establish the elements of the
crime. Sexist penetration can be proven through the use
of medical evidence, crime scene evidence, and testimo-
nial evidence, Identity can be established through the use
of many techniques to generate suspects and confirm
identifications. Lack of victim, consent may be estab-
lished through the USE of the victim's statement, medical
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evidence, testimonial evidence, and crime scene evi-
dence. In addition to the special methods for proving the
elemems of the crime, there are also several general
techniques for managing investigations, identifying pos.
sible suspects, and developing cases for prosecution.

Specific procedures used to prosecute a rape, case dif-
fer little from those used in other felonies. Uowever,
before a case can be presented to the office of the pros-
ecutor, it .generally 'requires some further development.
To accomplish thi the use of a filing checklist is ofteni
most helpful. Onc, the case has been put into the proper
format, it can be resented to the prosecutor's office for a
filing decision. he decision to the a case is based on
both legal consi erations and the strength of the victim. as
a witness fort prosecution. In most jurisdictions some
.type of pre-tn hearing must be held. At the actual trial
of a rapecase-I many-of the procedures used will depend
on how the 4se, was investigated and - developed.

The succ sful prosecution of a rape case requires the
concerted efforts of many agencies. Although the de.
velopment f the formal policies establishing the ac-
tivities to Ibe performed by various organizations is
beyond the purview of sex crimes investigators, detec-

/ .
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lives must promote good day - today wonting relation-
ships. The high leyel of interaction between investigators
and deputy prosecutors understandably causes some
problems which must be solved. Cooperation with medi-
cal personnel is also vital to the successful outcome of a
rape prosecution. Victim services groups have a role in
rape prosecution which can be of great potential value to
accomplishing the police purpose. Representatives of.the
news media,- especially journalists, are usually much."
interested in rape cases and must be dealt with according
to departmental procedures. In addition, many commu-
nity groups request police personnel to make personal
appearances to discuss women's security.

Rape investigations are among the most difficult ones
undertaken by police personnel. The complexity of this
offense and its impact on victims necessitates high levels
of specialization on the part of the eficers who handle
these cases. Although economic constraints prevent the
universal adoption of highly sophisticated models to
manage rape cases, all investigators can benefit from the
lessons teamed by highly experienced rape detectives.
The purpose of this manual is to facilitate the sharing of
those lessons.

f. -
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Appendix:to Chapter 7

ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT

Fovea
titian 1atenisto Foam

Please type or print all information clearly.
rot explanation of es* iron its corresponding number in associated protocol.

This report any be completed by any Hanna ot caiifird health professional.

I. Date of Interview

3. htiest name
Last Pint

S. Meat birdt date G. hdeat Sex

$. Patient Meow
=1.6.,00.MOMmPM.Wewdw46~4.

2. Tine offaterview

4. Medial fik no.

7. Phase

Parabolas for Interview. Exaornatias and Release of hionestios

Paininioa. is hereby masted to sdial staff of

1.0

9. Happitollanie/Pritate Doctor Name

10. Address

To perm s, medical bremirw ands physkol My be /nserthe rises Of
To mbsatthe asalts of this suntbalkas and laboratory spechasajordbg to the papa legal atthorkier.

11. hdent *atom

13. Or Parent/Gaudin sigastwte
r

IS. ylliness *same

12. Date.

j4. Modes

DsteAlw=6=a0Mm=~..=WNOOMMmMMM,
16. Pekoes descriptioi of amok OtegOidin poitieses wade. faded* ail spontasermanterances).

.

17. OM of Insult 1s. Thee Of mutt
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19. Note it?licadoriOf pain in patiesit's own words:

G1

X Check pain and symptoms mentioned: 4.

skeletal muscular pain headache tenesmus
abdominal pain . bleeding dysuris

other411=1.111011 pet ViC psi!

agent treatment of any disorder? . r
iris Desaibe

If

22. Hai there been spy cleansing shim** ?----4
NO Yes Describe

23. (Vaginal stank only) LNUP ...,.

24. (Vaginal aasnit only) Date or last previous coitus before assault

I

23. .Additional remarks:

IV ..,

.

I uders:and that au law Cossidsis the emunielisi licensed or certified health proreasion al as an eye witness in the body of events
snrroinding a Wendel crises. Whet a patientivkthst says to medial staff schnitsebk as an exception to the Manny rule,
and these statements may be important in deterathdas the With before a judge or jury. I agree to preserve these statements as part
of fhb Mimes history. . .

2d. Intstylewer signore
,

27. Istsniewer name 28-- Title

29. (If known)Teratteetien date of this employment

30, Inteniewer Asset in English : Yes No .

I.
,

3nd Copy rwella 3rd Cody Petldt 41$ Copy Prosecutor
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Patient Examinstion Fotm

V

Plasm type or print all information cies*.

ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT

Form B

-For.explanation of each item, assiostesponding number in amodsted Orol000l.
This examination and report may be eompkted by any licensed or certified health professional.

31. Date of exasignation 32. Mae of Examination
OM.

b. Patient Name 34. Medical File No.
List FMK

.
331' Appearance of patient's clothing: (Cheek if yes)

MOO Soiled or middy
Toss Damp or wet
Soiled Mood Stains

36. Patienichanged clothing between masolt and arrival at *Irdellied3i00

Yes No

37. Itemise clothing placed in containers separately and tsgpd for evidence

. .

Loam, gram embedded

Otherss described .

3$. 'Describe presence of mums to skis of entire body. Indicate location Using chart. Describe exact appearance and size. Indicate
possible source melt as teeth, ciptette.

-I
39,, Itemise photo, be Xreys of patient:

I
in Cody . Medical Mord,

4

tap core Ilona 3rd Cody Potion% I tel Cody Prospero?



. : ... .

4OR Des Cribs external pained or 'pato pelvic trannuc;

.., :
4E Describe Weasel taunts (Solstitial slid blossomed exandeation);

Lacerstios present. Describe:

42. Is thew discharge? No Yes Describe;

.0
0
0

Im

1
!admit soaps extremely oniet,peedbe,leidinen, nnlopoosirs shows *de castles at al.

Patient asys little or noiiiag; seems unable to talk.
.

ration cries loudly sad continually in a hystesical fashion.

O Patient Waft jokes with those sound - inconsreoselY Mdbfilsorfod

© Patient moon fear that Whet body irasbrokin, percolitently damned or chaspd In soma way.

© "haat exhibits arises brooks with reality, e.g. autsciiy, sadiron or betel hallociratioss.

O haat expreale$ fats of falling apart,ON crazy, disappear*.
\

O htisat.tefases to Inn the facility.

. 0 ratiettlexpresses suicidal idiotic&

O Other

...

rt.

$g Caw *Mimi Meads

MP
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44. Immediate Laboratory EXIM111$6011of wet mount elide: (List antes affected area and shack nudt).

. List Source
Areas

Span
Fluent

Sperm
Absent

Sperm
Motile

Sperm.
Nonmotile

45. Signore of Legal Authority receiving this information, clothing and the following specimens:

46. 0' Ak4ried cottensabe - 2 sets from affected area (list body morce10

47. 0 Dry unstained didmairt body mum*

411. O Fibers from patient'. body

O. 0 Combing from patient's kid

50. 0 COMM' from pubic area

St. 0 64 hair simples polled front pubis

52. 0 12 strandipstkat'a head hem polled from different /gloss of head

53. 0 Saliva imply cotton cloth in patient'. mouth and air dried

S4. in 4 drops of patient's blood dried on cotton cloth

I understand that the law considers the examining licensed or certified health potational as in eye witness in the body of
events sompughts a potential crime, and that I mat be called to testify and be crom4ismined about my fildbilis hi this
examination.

SS. Iambi, health professional signature

56. Examining health trofewkild printed name

Title

57. Supervising physician name, if any,

SS. (If known) Termination date of this employment

SS. Examiner anent in English

Yes No

1* Croy NNW,* Nicola 9 od Copy Pence 3'd Copy Patio* 4 191 Cosy' Prosocutor
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64. Statement-of FatieneRights. -.1 ,

s,

A
- -.

ASSAULT VICTIM MEDICAL REPORT

Form C f
Patient Treatment Record,

Please type or print all Worsham needy.
For explanation of ads item, in nerospooding number in amodated protocol.

J

60. Date of treatment 61. Time of treatment

62. Patient None 63: Medical File No.. I-
Lie rimIMVi .1090 ..4041

.
.

1. You have the right to considerate and respectful can by doctors and slimes.

2. You have the right to privacy and confidentielity for yourself and your medial records.
.

3. Yon have the tight to full information about treatment.

4. You have the right to refuse or choose treatment offered, and to leave the location of medical sinks when you whh.

S. You have the right to continued care and timely treatment of your future health problems related to this incident.IO.OM .......... ..
Teets simile patient:

6S. GC Mtn* _Yes No 66. VDRL Tee No

67. Pap smear Yea No 68. Pregnancy test Yea No
, -

69-:= Other information No Yes Describe:

Treatment given to patient:

.... 4404M4.

70. VD prophyhxis No

71. Medication given:
.

72. Medication prescribed:

13. Other treatment Oven:

Yes Des:sibs:

,...

Futon treatment planned ii

14. Truster to another medical facility Name

7S. 'Appointment in 6 weeks for repeat GC cellos, VDRL, and pregnancy test:

Date, Time Flue
Ile

76. Refined for.commelling, or introduced for followup to:

4
0

i
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